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We've Got What You Want 
It's New. It's Wheatstone. It's DIGIT 
The D -5.1 Live Television Co 
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Harris Broadcast Manager...AII Equipment 
And Networks AtYour Fingertips! 

Use this advanced broadcast management system to improve efficiency and to lower operating costs. Consolidate expert 

manpower. Cut your trouble response time. Increase your broadcast system availability. Enhance your operating performance with 

these additional benefits: 

Fully exploit DTV studio and transmitter equipment capabilities. 

Gain value -added benefits from legacy analog systems and building services. 

Profit from centralized equipment status displays for local and remote equipment. 

Match modular design to your needs - simple single system in a local station 

to a complex multistation environment 

Support multiple users with assigned screen -views and privileges. 

Manage wisely. Manage profitably. Harris Broadcast Manager ... from the people who know broadcasting 

and where its going.Visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com to learn more. 

www.broadcast.harris.com 1.800.622.0022 

next Jeve. solJbons 
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SYSTEMS 

AUTOMATION 
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quantel thinking news and live production 

it's a family affair 
Welcome to generation - Quantel's new family of scalable news and live production systems. 

Advanced -rame -aware server systems combine with low -cost editing workstations to bring affordable solutions to 
everycne, from the smallest station through to the largest international broadcaster. Built on oper standards and with 
the bandwidth to handle any application, generation() has the connectivity and reliability for total close -to -air confidence. 

generation . > the future for news and live production 

Qwew 

Browsing and shot selection 
software for the desktop. Easy to 

use visual interface gives rapid 
network access to server media. 

Qcut 

Fully- featured desktop or laptop 

editor - the workhorse of 

broadcast production. 

111 sQServer 

Quantel's unique Frame Magic' 
server technology now available 
in a scalable system. Combines 

broadcast and browse media and 

offers unique frame -based 
management. 

QEdit Pro 

The complete editing and effects 
workstation with multi -layer 
compositing, titling and a next 

generation Paintbox'. A true 
powerhouse for broadcast 
production. 

o 
Quantel 
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T H E JOURNAL OF DIGITAL 
,Engineeringá 

FEATURES 
58 Streamlining broadcast operations 

By Larry Brandt 
Learn how to cleanse your station of business -operation 
inefficiencies and monitor future modifications. 

58 HD and SD conversion 
By John Luff 
A look at the issues surrounding image conversion from 
standard definition to high definition and vice versa. 

.+ a 
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HEADLINES 

Download 

14 Retransmission control 

31 News Tech summit 

FCC Update 

32 FCC ownership studies released 

34 A new age for virtual studios 

DIGITAL HANDB00IC 
Transition to Digital 

38 Measuring digital systems performance 

Computers and Networks 

44 Building reliable fiber networks 
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41 Microphone options 
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ON THE COVER: 
A progression of 

images shows the 
many steps a digital 

signal takes on its way 
to its final destination 
- the viewer's home. 
Pictured from left to 
right are TANDBERG 
Television's Voyager 

Lite; Wheatstone's D- 
8000 audio console; 

Real Broadcast 
Network's IBOC 

control room (photo 
courtesy DST); Atlanta 

CBS affiliate WGCL- 
TV's new news studio 
(photo courtesy DST); 

a tower at Mt. Wilson, 
CA (photo courtesy 

Andrew); and a home 
theater system in St. 

Louis (photo by 
Michael Marxer). 

(continued on page 8) 
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The New All- Terrain SD /HD Studio Camera System. 
Introducing the first multi- format camera with the guts to go anywhere you do. 

Brought to you by the company that re- invented broadcast news, the new AK -HC931 

delivers exceptional 480i standard definition images, yet is easy to upgrade to 720p, 

1080i or 24P high definition performance. In the studio or in the field, no other digital 

camera offers a more flexible or economical path to DTV conversion. Just what you'd 

expect from the company that brought you DVCPRO. To find 

out how versatile this all- purpose camera system really is, visit 

www.panasonic.com /broadcast Panasonic 
or call us at 1 -800- 528 -8601 The difference is your image. 

AK-HC931 23" Progressive Scan 3 -CCDs Auto Set-Up 

480i DTV Upgradeable to 720p, 1080i, 24P 60-fps Image Capture 

Variable Frame Rates (6,12 18,24,30,40-fps) 10 Pounds, Mud Not Included 
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Name the 

handheld 

Name the brand and model 

number of this handheld ENG/ 

field camera. It weighed 15 

pounds and was part of a 

series o' cameras called 

"Decade Two" by the 

manufacturer. Title your entry 

"Freeze'rame- December" in 

the subject field and send it to 

bdick@primediabusiness.com. 

Correct answers received by 

Feb. 17, 2f3, are eligible to 

win. 

DECEMBER 2002 
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What company creates advanced media for 
the new and emerging technologies? 

maxell 
Expanding Memory & Mobility- 

Focused on advanced technology, Maxell is on the cutting edge of professional media development. 
Our high -definition products, HDCAM and D -5, meet the needs of even the most demanding applications. 

ew manufacturing processes and tape formulations provide unrivaled performance both on location and in the studio. 
And, in addition, our data storage products (DVD -R, DVD -RAM and DLT IV) continue to set standards for 

storage capacity and archival stability. Thus, Maxell plays a leadership role throughout the recordable media industry. 
To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800 -533 -2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com. 

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships 
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The modern 
woman 

Iadmit to loving technology - most of the time, 
anyway. Computers, well, that's something else 
all together. But when it comes to new video, au- 

dio, TVs, games or phones, sign me up! I've been an 
early adopter since way back. I bought the first stereo 
Betamax model Sony ever made. I had one of the first 
Radio Shack TRS -80 computers. And cell phones? My 
first cell phone cost $500 and came with a calling plan 
of only 60 minutes a month. If it was new technology, 
I was there, baby. 

Fortunately, being single allows me to buy any tech- 
nology I can afford. I don't need anyone else's permis- 
sion. And this is a bit of freedom I'm inclined to want 
to keep. However, there may be hope yet for we single, 

but independent, fellows. 
The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) just 

released the results of a survey on women's interest in 
technology. The stereotype of women being focused 
on fashion and jewelry has just been shattered. Today's 
modern woman apparently loves her electronics about 
as much as we guys do. 

In the CEA survey, 58 percent of women said that 
they would choose a high- definition television over 
a one -karat diamond ring, and 64 percent said they 

would choose a digital camera over half -karat dia- 
mond stud earrings. 

The survey also showed that women's interest in 
other technology is also on the rise. Forty -two per- 
cent of women expressed interest in consumer elec- 

Fifty -eight percent of women 

surveyed responded that they p V 

would choose a high- definition 

television over a one -karat 
diamondling. 

tronics products, both established and new. And, 
when compared to men, women expressed a higher 
level of interest in both color TVs and digital cam- 
eras than did men. 

Oh my God! Women choosing technology over jew- 
elry? What's next? Will they want hammers and screw- 
drivers instead of perfume and lingerie? Will men be 
shopping for women's gifts at Best Buy and Home 
Depot instead of Victoria's Secret? It's just too much 
to contemplate! 

Imagine overhearing this conversation at the local 
electronics store. He says, "But honey, this HD set is so 

expensive - it's $3000:' She says, "Yes, I know, but it's 
the 57 -inch model. I was really hoping we'd buy the 
larger, 65 -inch model. And don't forget, we want to 
replace that old stereo system. We'll need to match this 
new HD set with a complete new 5.1 channel audio 
system. The receiver's gotta have at least 500W /chan- 
nel and, don't forget, the DVD player must have opti- 
cal outputs. And, dear, it just makes no sense to buy all 

this new gear without replacing your old speakers with 
a complete new set of surround sound speakers?' 

I'd die right there on the showroom floor. 

,41.4f /64-" 
editorial director 

Send comments to: editor ©primediabusiness.com www.broadcastengineering.com 
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Master Control Glass Cockpit 
More powerful, master control switching, branding and monitoring solutions 

O Unmatched, channel branding with 

Oxtel Series Presmaster multi- 

channel, master control switcher. 

O Kaleido 'virtual' monitor wall 

instantly changes layout to match 

switcher channel selection. 

O Easy, remote monitoring and 

control of signal processing and 

distribution with iControl. 

Fo complete details contact: glasscockpit @miranda.com 
M, anda Technologies Inc. - tel. 514.333.1772 

www.miranda.com 

O Master Control and Branding O Control and Monitoring O Interfaces and Routers THINK PURPLE 
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Broadca'Engineering 

Today's 
audio consoles t'- 

4', 

! 

c-r7 

Aspect ratio convers 
Displaying 4:3 ,mages in a 16:9 world 

New graphics technology 
Supercharging graphics systems 

Information on Open Source 
Editor, 
I went through your Open Source 

article [from the September Com- 
puters and Networks column] on the 
Broadcast Engineering site. It is quite 
interesting. In your article, you men- 
tioned that EBU has an MXF open 
source implementation. My failed 
attempts to access a copy of the MXF 
implementation makes me wonder 
if it is from the Pro -MPEG group, 
and if the SDK access is restricted to 
Pro -MPEG members. Does EBU 
have their own implementation of 
MXF, and is it available to non- 
members? 

REGARDS, 

PAWAN GUPTA 

Broadcast Engineering's European 
consultant, Bob Pank, responds: 

Here's the information you asked for. 
It was kindly supplied by John Ive of 
Sony, who is involved with the Pro - 
MPEG forum. 

REGARDS, 

Bos 

The answers you are looking for are 
on the Pro -MPEG Web site, 
www.pro -mpeg.org. There are two 

software support kits. One is on the 
Pro -MPEG site for members only. 
The other is the original EBU soft- 
ware. It is on the EBU site I believe, 
but for members only. However, a 

functional demo of the very latest 
version is available from Inesc. The 
Web site is linked on Pro -MPEG un- 
der "Latest News;' I believe. 

REGARDS, 

JOHN 

Measuring audio performance 
To Michael Robin: 
I had a question about total har- 

monic distortion measurements, as 
discussed in your May article. Are your 
methods of measuring THD compli- 
ant with the Federal Trade Commis- 
sion standards? 

THANKS, 

GIANCARLO LUTAN 

Michael Robin responds: 
The THD measurements I pre- 

sented in my article are typical of 
those used by broadcasters. While 
the general principle of measure- 
ment is common, international 
(EBU, ITU), national (NAB) or net- 
work (ABC, CBS, etc.) test methods 
may vary, specifically in terms of the 
normalized signal level (expressed in 
dBu or dBm) at which the measure- 
ment is carried out. Federal Trade 
Commission methods appear to be 
related to audio power amplifiers for 
home use, so the THD measurement 
would be carried out at a specific 
level (expressed in watts). This will 
depend on the power rating of the 
amplifier. 

REGARDS, 

MICHAEL ROBIN 

Freezeframe winners 
No Freezeframe ran in t he June issue. 

12 broadcastengineering.com 

July Freezeframe: 
Name the Panasonic product family 

represented by the camera. 
Panasonic's Recam product family 

included the AK -100 three -tube prism 
optics camera, as well as the AU -100 
portable VCR and AU -300 playback 
editing system. 

Correct answers: 
Gary Maier 
Chris Whittington 
Tim Stoffel, KNPB 

August Freezeframe: 
A Broadcast Engineering interview in 

June 1982 reported that this industry 
leader predicted that HDTV would see 
early adoption by the [broadcast] in- 
dustry and acceptance by the public 
within five years, and certainly not 
more than 10 years. Who is this ac- 
knowledged industry leader and 
where did he work when he made 
these statements? 

Joseph Flaherty of CBS made the 
optimistic comment about HDTV. 

Correct answers: 
Edward P. Caleca 
Elmer E. Smalling, III 
Randy Patrick 
Harvey Caplan 
Phil Mikalofsky 
Gary Kiffel 
Walter S. Ciciora, Ph.D. 
Greg Carter 
Bernie Dickens 
Bill Brister 
Ian L. Wayne 
Tom Alderson 
Jay Mathis 
Paul Berger 

September Freezeframe: 
What company often used this crit- 

ter in their advertisement, saying "one 
less alligator "? 

No one guessed the correct answer 
to this question. Otani was the com- 
pany that used the expression "one less 

alligator?' BE 
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AND MADE IT BEI 
If you own Betacam SP or Betacam SX' equipment and you're considering the best way 

to go digital, Sony has the best possible news. Presenting MPEG IMX " camcorders, VTRs 

and cassette tape: the digital successor to the Betacam" system. 

The MSW -900 MPEG IMX camcorder is actually priced less than the BVW -D600 it 

replaces. Yet it delivers a new level of picture quality to long -form ENG, EFP and news 

magazines. You'll upgrade your on -air look with 4:2:2 component digital pictures at 

50 megabits per second in MPEG compression. You'll be prepared for DTV with 
widescreen pictures and up to eight channels of digital audio. You'll be able to 
shoot longer, uninterrupted takes with 70- minute loads on the small cassette. 

And back at the station, you'll enjoy new workflow efficiencies. With streamlined 
SDTI -CP transport of content around your facility and IP transport around the world. 

There's more, Sony's J series VTRs are a cost -effective way to play back the full range of 

Betacam Oxide, Betacam SR Betacam SX and Digital Betacam legacy tapes, in addition to 

MPEG IMX tapes. Which means you can continue shooting with your current camcorders. 

And the material you acquire today will still be available, accessible and compatible tomorrow. 

MPEG IMX recording is not just about It's about - 'tter business. 

Sony MPEG IMX Tap. 

THE MPEG IMX SYSTEM SURPASSES YOUR ANALOG GEAR. TO SEE 

HOW, VISIT r.L,)M /wirtli- lìv+r, AND GET YOUR tr1Et DVD 
/1.111=1-éGIEM 

02002 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Rep-eduction in whole o' in part without written permission n prohibited. Features and specifications are subject to change without nsoce 
Sony, Betacam, Betacarn SP Bornean, SX and MPEG IMX are trademarks of Sony. 
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Retransmission 
control 
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER 

W e have 
of 

rreached the 
end veacher year 
filled with all- too -fa- 

miliar stories. The U.S. transition to 
DTV is beginning to feel a bit like 
"Ground Hog Day." We could just 
make a digital copy of this year's edi- 
torial calendar and toggle a few bits 
during 2003 to reflect the glacial pace 
of the terrestrial transition. 

This column is supposed to tell a story 
about "broadband for broadcasters:' 
Broadband vs. broadcasters would put 
a more interesting spin on the subject. 

In October we looked at conditional 
access technology for broadcasters. The 
bottom line is that they don't have a 

CA system, or an infrastructure to de- 
ploy one and collect fees for premium 
programming. Broadcasting has been 
built on a foundation of "unconditional 
access." But that foundation is crum- 
bling because of the digital transition 
and the threat from the Internet. 

According to the media moguls, the 
ability to make and share digital copies 

of content is turning consumers into 
a bunch of thieves and pirates. 

This leads one to ask how broadcast- 
ers could possibly have survived with- 
out retransmission control for all of 
these decades? And it raises another 
question: What is stopping consumers 
from redistributing analog television 
content via the Internet today? 

The answer to the first question is 

broadcasters. One might also assume 
that professional pirates are not going 
to be intimidated by a few bits in an 
ATSC transport stream that any 
hacker can easily get around. 

Content owners seem more con- 
cerned about controlling their cus- 
tomers than the pirates. They are con- 
cerned that the quality of digital es- 
pecially HDTV - is too good; that 

Now you may understand why broadband 

for broadcasters is not in the picture. 

simple: There are laws to prevent the 
unauthorized redistribution of copy- 
righted content. There are two pos- 
sible answers to the second question. 
First, consumers have no compelling 
reasons to redistribute TV content via 
the Internet. Second, they lack the 
bandwidth needed. 

One might assume that existing laws 
requiring a broadcaster's consent for 
retransmission adequately protect 

i 1l i : 11, , 1 1 11 11, III 11 

U.S. DSL broadband rowin 
Operators spending cautiously 

Quarterly growth percent n 12 -month growth percent rl 

250.0% 

200.0% 

150.0% 

140.6% 

100.0% 
i 

50.0% 
1z4 

Bell 
South 

SOURCE: Point Topic 

58.2% 

2.3%12.5% B.a 

Coved Qwest 

86.1% 

U.S. providers 

SBC Verizon 

www.point-topic.com 

perfect copies will quickly show up 
around the world, spread via the 
Internet. For this reason, they will not 
make their best stuff available to digi- 
tal broadcasters unless it is protected 
from redistribution via the Internet. 

So broadcasters created the broad- 
cast flag. Unfortunately, the October 
story propagated a bit of misinforma- 
tion about the flag: "On the surface, 
the broadcast flag appears innocuous 
enough. Just a few bits that tell a re- 
ceiver whether a program can be cop- 
ied unlimited times, once or never." 

A friendly e -mail from the NAB Of- 
fice of Science and Technology noted 
an error in this description: 

"The so- called broadcast flag 
<rc_descriptor> effectively has only 
two states, assertion that redistribution 
to the Internet should not occur (the 
descriptor present) and no assertion.. 
.. It says NOTHING about copy once. 
See ATSC Amendment 3 to A/65A" 

Equipped with a broadband con- 
nection, I hit the Internet in search 
of an understanding of the full scope 
of the conflict. 

The "hole" story 
First stop, the Al SC. Amendment 3 

to A/65 tells us that the purpose of the 
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That's the job of this SeaChange MPEG -2 video server. To 

safeguard the heart of your operation, your digital assets. 

Today SeaChange is the global leader in MPEG -2 digital 

video systems. Our servers are out in force, streaming 

over 350,000 channels worldwide. With ironclad, scalable 

solutions for broadcast, broadband and Internet, you can 

manage your most demanding applications and a variety 

of content -including play -to -air, video -on- demand, digital 

advertising and Internet streaming. What's more, the 

patented design of the SeaChange MediaCluster will keep 

you on the air all the time, offering the highest fault - 

resilience in the industry without costly mirroring. Which 

saves you the expense and complexity of working with 

redundant servers. So in addition to protecting your digital 

assets, SeaChange also protects your revenue streams, 

your technology investment and your business. And you 

have that from a reliable source. 

lam SEACHANGE 
Imo INTERNATIONAL 
One Server. Unlimited Opportunities. 

SeaChange International, Inc. www.seachangeinternational.com 124 Acton Street, Maynard. MA 01754 phone: 978- 897.0100 fax: 978 -897 -0132 
©2o02 SeaChange International, Inc. All rights reserved. MediaCluster is patented, and a trademark of SeaChange International, Inc. 
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Redistribution Control (RC) descrip- 
tor is to convey a certain type of redis- 
tribution information held by the pro- 
gram rights holder for audio, video or 
data events, and to signal "technologi- 
cal control of consumer redistribution." 

As outlined in the NAB e-mail, the 
rc_descriptor is either present or not. 
If present, there is an expectation for 
control of redistribution. Rather than 
defining this control, however, the 
amendment simply states: "It is out of 
the scope of this standard to assert how 
any receiving device reacts when the 
rc_descriptor is present." 

The burden of implementing the 
broadcast flag does not fall upon the 
broadcasters or the content owners. By 

enabling one bit for each program in 
the ATSC transport stream, broadcast- 
ers have done their part to control 
redistribution. The same is true for the 
content owners; they just put a provi- 
sion in their contracts requiring that the 

rc_descriptor be 
turned on. 

The burden falls 

to the product 
manufacturers, 
and the networks 
that transport the 
bits. The con- 
sumer will be 
forced to pay for 
the hardware, 
software and li- 

cense fees needed 
to protect content 
when the 
rc_descriptor is 

present. And the consumer will be sub- 
ject to the inevitable frustrations of not 
being able to use products they purchase 
legally when the technology does not 
work properly. 

As an example, a cable system recently 
turned on a content control bit (similar 
to the rc_descriptor), and consumers 

Copyright status and SRMs 

Content- (source only) 

source 
destinatiol 

storage 

Un- encrypted 
content 

System 
renewal 

subsystem' 

'not required by devices that only 
support restricted authentication 

Authentication 
and key exchange 

subsystem 

Content 
key 

Content 
algorithm 
selection 

TAKE protocol 
and SRMs 

Encrypted 
content 

IEEE 
1394 

' IEEE 1394 bus 

' {pinterface 

Figure 1. A key authentication and exchange subsystem 
and a digital encryption /decryption subsystem would 
typically be required for a device to be compliant with 
digital transmission content protection, as applicable 
to the IEEE 1394 interface. 

with new D -VHS recorders suddenly 
found that they could not record any 
programs from the cable system. 

The scope of the problem grows 
larger and larger as the number of 
digital devices and connections grows. 

The consumer electronics industry 
and broadcasters appear to be in sync 

Multiformat Routing 

REDEFINE D 
The Revolutionary New NV5128 Multiformat Router 

The Formats You Need 

HD -SDI 

SDI 

AES 

Analog Video 

Analog Audio 

Time Code 

The Configurations You Want 

128 x 128 in only 8RU 

Input and output block size of 16 

Rectangular as well as square configurations 

Reconfigure by simply changing modules 

For more information about this and other NVISION products, contact your nearest 
NVISION sales representative, or visit us on the web at www.nvisionl.com. N 
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V 
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ROHDE&S&IWAH2 
-r r\ i 1 53 

8VSB TV Test Receiver 
Specifications: 

EFA Family of 
Model 53 [4.5 ... 1000 MHz, -72 ... Television Test 
+20 dBm] Receivers 
(w/ option EFA -B3, RF Preselection) 

Simultaneous Decoding & Measurement 
SMPTE 310 Serial Output 
6 MHz SAW Filter 

Measurements: 
Level 
Pilot Value +/- .1 Hz 

/Carrier Frequency 
/BER, SNR, MER, E 

l FCC Shoulder 

Displays: 
Ghost Pattern 
Frequency Response 
Constellation Diagram 
Amplitude /Phase Response 
Spectrum Display 

ROHDE & SCHWARZ, INC. 
7150 -K Riverwood Drive 

Columbia, MD 21046 -1245 
Phone: (410) 910 -7800 Fax: (410) 910 -7801 

aI, http://www.rohde-schwarz.com 
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when it comes to protecting the "fair 
use" rights of consumers. But there are 
still disagreements about where fair use 
rights end, as related to making legal 
copies of media and moving media files 
across networks that extend outside the 
home. For example, you might be al- 
lowed to play a DVD you own on a 

DVD player in your vacation home, but 
you probably could not use an Internet 
connection to move a legal copy of a 

movie or broadcast program to a PVR 
in your vacation home. 

Meanwhile, the content moguls are 
seeking perfect control - the ability to 
be compensated for every use of their 
content. But even if redistribution con- 
trol is possible with new digital devices, 
there is still no way to plug the analog 
hole. A consumer could still point a 
camcorder at a TV display and use legacy 
equipment to encode it and distribute 
it via the Internet. The real question, 
however, is: Why would they bother? 

Encouraging 'lager behavior 
Is it really necessary to protect con- 

tent producers from the consumers 
who are sending them billions of dol- 
lars each year? And how much is all of 
this protection going to add to the cost 
of future digital media products? 

The movie industry does not appear 
to be suffering. Box office receipts are 
at an all -time high, and DVDs are 
turning into a digital gold mine. 

Implementation of the retransmis- 
sion control descriptor could burden 
every digital media appliance and net- 
working device with added hardware 
costs and license fees. A major con- 
tender is the digital transmission con- 
tent protection (DTCP) system. This 
system requires each device to imple- 
ment a key authentication and ex- 
change subsystem and a digital encryp- 
tion /decryption subsystem to protect 
all content moving over the digital link 
(see Figure 1). 

High -definition displays are now be- 
ginning to incorporate the digital 
video interconnect with HDCP, an- 
other form of encryption, to protect 
the bits that flow between a set -top box 
or video recording device and a dis- 
play. If HDCP becomes a required 
form of protection for HD content, 
several million first- generation HDTV 
monitors may not be able to display 
HD content. The HD source would be 
limited to 480p resolution for output 
on analog component connections. 

Now you may understand why broad- 
band for broadcasters is not in the pic- 
ture. And why DTTV is not in the pic- 
ture for many confused consumers. BE 

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant 
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates 
the Open DN Forum. 

Send questions and comments to: 

chirkmaier @primediahusiness.com 
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when one shot is all you've got ...trust fiber 
ANY DISTANCE. EVERY SIGNAL. ALL THE TIME. 

.1 he new CopperHead'" Fiber Optic Camera Link sends 

and receives all camera signals over a single, rugged, 

lightweight fiber optic cable. Just snap the transceiver 
between your camera and battery, and you've got 
everything you need for a live remote: 

FROM CAMERA TO BASE FROM BASE TO CAMERA 

Program Video Return Video 
Two Audio Channels Return Audio (IFB) 

BI- DIRECTIONAL Black Burst/ 

Intercom Auxiliary Video 
Remote Camera Control Tally /Call 
Auxiliary RS -232 Data 

Be assured of crystal -clear signals at any distance, 

without hum or interference. Get on the air quickly 
and reliably. On time, every time. 

CopperHead '" mounts to: 

10 
ANTON/BAUER' PAID"" "V- MUL:Ní 

- 

1 ó broadcastengineering.com 

GITelecast Fiber Systems, Inc. 

.1 (508) 754 -4858 
sales@telecast-fiber.com 
www.telecast-fiber.com 
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Products 
Capabilities 

Applications 

next level solutions 

Broadcast Systems 

"Strike A Balance" 

Harris Corporation solutions 

Thomson Grass Valley products 

G./ 
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FACILITY INTEGRATION 
Harris integrates customer, future -ready systems for fixed and mobile applications. The systems integration team has been 

designing and integrating systems for the broadcast industry for more than a quarter of a century. With access to products 

from leading equipment manufacturers like Grass Valley, Harris can design systems with components that precisely meet your 

requirements. Harris helps you strike the balance you need in your facility with the following services: 

Consulting, budgeting, and planning 

Technical design and documentation 

Systems integration and commissioning 

Equipment acquisition from leading companies like 

Grass Valley 

Production, post -production, master control, 
and transmission systems 

Centralized broadcast systems and products 

Automation systems 

Broadcast systems monitoring and control 

DTV encoding: monitoring, data and transport 
equipment and systems 

24 -hour service 

Video networking systems 

Custom product fabrication 

Furniture design and fabrication 

Electronic News Gathering (ENG), Satellite News 

Gathering (SNG), and mobile production systems 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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STUDIO 
Whether you're in need of a cost -effective basic studio or a sophisticated system that relies heavily on external feeds and 

live music production, Harris has the systems integration capabilities to pull your studio solution together with the proper 

Grass Valley products that meet your requirements. 

LDK 5000 
The LDK 5000 is the only camera that lets you s 

SD today - and in any native HD format when 
ready Its DPW" CCD uses 9.2 million pixels to ca 
extremely high -resolution images. With this over -sam 

technology, you get the best possible images with e 

low aliasing in applications ranging from studio and 

camera installations to portable, hand -held EFP uses. 

LDK 6000 
Only the LDK 6000 mk ll camera captures true pmgressive 

high -definition (HD) images, natively, in multiple formats 

and frame rates. With three 9.2 million -pixel HD -DPM +' 
CCDs, it offers the highest quality picture available for 

everything from remote-controlled, portable hand -held, 

and studio applications to EFP uses for SDTV and HDTV 

productions - even digital cinematography 

3 
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LIVE PRODUCTION 
When you're on the air, you need integrated tools that are intuitive and powerful. That's why you'll find live production 

integration solutions from Harris coupled with Grass Valley products that fit your workflow. Get the robust software, 

networking, and effects products you need put together by the integration leader. 

KALVPSO' 
The next -generation Kalypso Video Production Center 
puts unparalleled live production tools at your fingertips. 
This digital system offers powerful mix /effects capabilities 
with unprecedented levels of keying and compositing and 
an open, networked architecture for robust operational 
integration. All from a familiar intuitive 
Grass Valley" interface. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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D I G I T A L N E W S P R O D U C T I O N 

When you commission a news production project, you need a solution that will take into consideration the entire news process 

while being robust enough to work at your busy pace. When combining integration from Harris with news production products 

from Grass Valley, you can't go wrong. You'll make sure your stories get to where you need them to go. Since digital news 

production costs less than tape -based solutions, you'll also increase the value of your news content. 

NEWSEDIT'" 
The NewsEdit" nonlinear editor is twice as fast as other 
systems thanks to its ability to show you an edit as it is 

being made. And with no pre- digitization requirement, 
you can record directly from tape to timeline, eliminating 
the need to go back and review your work. You simply go 

right on to the next edit. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MASTER CONTROL 
When you need a system for your master control that is highly configurable and reliable so that you have no interruptions in 

your operation, Harris can integrate the Grass Valley system that is just right for you. Whether you need a standalone single 

channel system with internal routing matrices or multi -channel, highly- networked systems that leverage crosspoints of your 

facility routers, we can balance the perfect solution for you. 

SATURN' 
The highly configurable Saturn" master control s 

numerous digital or analog applications - from si 
standalone uses to networked, fully automated, 
facilities that leverage the crosspoints of a routing 
you mix and match formats easily, it is also tightly in 
with our JupiterPlus." control system for routing and 
control and offers an external digital effects option. 

ti,fg... 

20:04:59 
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T E C H N I C A L C O R E 

Servers /Shared Storage 
Get the server solution that stores more broadcast content than any other in the world with the Emmy® award- winning 

Grass Valley Profiles Platform integrated by the Harris system team. Get the flexibility you need that supports your signals 

and formats with future -proofed technology. 

PROFILE' XP MEDIA 
Supporting everything from broadcast to live production, 
Profile XP Media Platform is the latest generation of 
award -winning Profile line. Available in standard- and 
definition versions - and distributed or centrali 
architectures - Profile systems can fit any facility des 

mission -critical applications, they offer redundant 
RAID storage, and remote monitoring in an easily Sc n 

N. a 
II - . : 
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T E C H N I C A L C O R E 

Routers & Control 
Do you need just a handful of crosspoints or millions? Whatever your answer, Harris can integrate routers from Grass Valley 

that are intuitive, flexible, and have low power consumption. They're known for unsurpassed flexibility tailored to your 

specific applications - of any size. Get the control to handle all of your video, audio, and data signal requirements. 

TRINIX'" 
From broadcast facilities to OB vans, our Trinix'" 
routing switcher family can handle standard - 
definition signals (SD and HD) from 3 Mb /s to 1, 

same frame. Available in three dense, fixed -fra 
512x512, the Trinix family features efficient and 
cooling, proactive status monitoring, and front 
hot -swappable modules for easy servicing. 

t 
i 

VENUS2001° 
The highly configurable Venus2001" routing switcher 
handles all signal types up to 1.485 Gb /s, including _.. 

standard - and high -definition (SD and HD) digital 
video, analog video, AES digital audio and analog 
audio, and data. It supports multiple signal types 
and levels in the same frame. And it scales from 
32x32 to 256x256. 

CONCERTO'" 
The Concerto" Series routing matrix lets you mix 
digital and analog, audio and video formats within 
a single frame. This powerful, 7 RU system makes 
expansion easy - it takes just one card to cha 
32x32 system to 64x64 or only four cards to con 
up to a 128x128 matrix. 

1=1.11111111. 
JUPITER'" 
The Jupiter" control system is a flexible and expandable 
distributed architecture that can grow with your facility. 
Offering router and VTR control, master control and 
production switcher interfacing, and support for 
multiple automation systems, it handles everything 
from small production or dubbing operations to very 
large broadcast centers and major production facilities. 

8 
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T E C H N I C A L C O R E 

Modular Products 
Whatever you application, Grass Valley offers a full range of signal -processing capabilities that can be integrated 

into your facility with ease by Harris. You can maximize the return on your investments with anything from single- function 

applications to complex processing of multiple program streams. And, the continued support is unparalleled. 

GECKO'" 8900 
The Gecko" 8900 Signal Processing System offers a broad a 

of discrete conversion, distribution, timing, and processing fu 

using 8900 Series modules. You can easily monitor its status 

Valley's NetCentraf' software for SNMP -based remote 
monitoring and Web -based control system. And its an excellent 
complement to the Kameleon" Media Processing System, which o 
multifunction modules for complex processing of multiple program 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TECHNICAL CORE 
VTRs 

Grass Valley offers a full line of VTRs available for integration from Harris to suit your format 

and demanding production needs. 

DVCPRO 
The DVCPRO format is an affordable choice for digital 
production and fast, on -air newsgathering. Since its 

introduction, the compactness, robustness, and playback 
capabilities of the format - as well as those of D 

based camcorders, field editing equipment, and stu 
equipment - have made it the standard choice for 
teams and production houses worldwide. 

DIGITAL BETACAM 
The Digital Betacam format is the de facto refe 
standard in the video world for high -quality app 
This standard covers a wide and proven range of 
equipment allowing broadcasters and video prof 
to create and store high -quality content for d 
and sophisticated programs in post- production a. 

high -end productions. 

MIN 

MPEG IMX 
Deigned for production and post -production 
our MPEG iMX VTRs offer advanced and familiar ou,1n11y 

multi -format support , networked capabilities, and 
switchable operation. Each has a clear, multifunction 
display for quick access to and easy control of a variety 
of functions -as well as dedicated audio . 

r, , 

knobs. All in a compact and innovative 
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T R A N S M I S S I O N 

Harris has set the pace for television's transition from analog to digital technology. Indeed, the RF Test Bed that Harris 

developed for the Advanced Television Test Center in 1990 enabled all digital television systems proposed for the United States 

to be equitably evaluated. We're also a leader in technology for Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB -T). Today, Harris offers you 

largest range of field -proven digital and digital -ready television transmission equipment coupled with the following systems and 

services to help you keep your transmission balanced: 

Digital television transmission systems 

Solid -state VHF and UHF transmitters 

Digital video broadcasting (DVB -T) equipment and transmitters 

Antenna systems 

Customer -integrated broadcast systems 

Digital television RF conversion studies 

24 -hour service 

Training 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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continued from page 18 

News Tech summit 
BY BRAD DICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 

If you were missing your news di- 
rector and/or chief engineer in 
mid -October, they were prob- 

ably at the Broadcast Engineering and 
Broadcasting and Cable News Technol- 
ogy Summit in Atlanta. The summit 
focused on helping attendees and their 
stations better understand and apply 
news technology. Corporate sponsors 
included Avid, CNN Newsource, 
Leitch, Pathfire, Pinnacle Systems, SGI, 
Sony, Thomson Grass Valley, Chyron, 
ParkerVision, Quantel and vizrt. 

Thera is no ROI on news 
Perhaps the liveliest session focused on 

the issue of justifying new technology 
and equipment for the newsroom. 

The audience quickly got into this ses- 
sion. Many questions centered on how 

Also, how will stations combine 4:3 im- 
ages from their own crews with a pos- 
sible 16:9 network feed? Consider how 
to handle bumpers between network 
and local shows. The network feed is 

16:9 and your promos are 4:3. Anyone 
see a problem building there? 

Chief engineers were concerned 
about the life of their new cameras. 
They wondered if there is a disadvan- 
tage in buying new cameras today if 
they cannot be upgraded to 16:9 imag- 
ers. Or would it actually be better to 
buy now without an upgrade path be- 
cause new cameras may later drop in 
price. 

One area attendees and panelists 
found little common ground on was 
digital asset management. Audience 
questions showed that most stations 

There is no ROI on news technology. 

to measure the return on the investment 
in a technology How, for example, could 
a chief engineer and news director con- 
vince the station's financial managers 
that a networked newsroom would ac- 
tually save money? Obviously, the audi- 
ence had been faced with such questions. 

The consensus from the experts on 
the panel may have disappointed some 
in the audience: There is no ROI on 
news technology. The experts told the 
audience not to expect traceable finan- 
cial results when adding new technol- 
ogy to a news operation. Purchase new 
technology because it keeps you com- 
petitive, the panel said. 

Transitioning the news 
operation 

Attendees were also jarred a bit at the 
thought of intermixing current 4:3 im- 
ages with widescreen 16:9 images from 
the network. Few news directors had 
given serious consideration to how a 

station's new set might look when it fol- 
lows a 16:9 newscast from the network. 

DECEMBER 2002 

"manage assets" with a labeled cassette. 
If you can't find the cassette, or if it 
wasn't properly labeled in the first 
place, you don't have an asset. 

The large organizations represented 
on the panel, CNN and CBS, already 
have DAM systems in place. A check 
showed that no one in the audience 
did. The disconnect between the large 
networks and typical stations may be 
based on the cost of the technology. 
As prices come down, expect wider use 
of DAM technology. 

Other session topics included central- 
ized graphics storage, centralcast news 
issues, migration to a digital newsroom, 
newsroom workflow and the future of 
television news. Keynote speakers in- 
duded Walter Isaacson, chairman and 
CEO of The CNN News Group, and 
Thomas Wolzien of Sanford C. 
Bernstein & Co. 

Broadcast Engineering and Broad- 
casting and Cable's next technology 
summit is scheduled for February. Stay 
tuned for more information. BE 

FIBEROPTIC 

TRANSMISSION 

- E/O & 0/E 

Converters / Embedding 

- GYDA System Controller 

- Wavelength Transponder 

- Datacom Interfaces 

- Point -to -Point 

DA -WDM,CWDM,DWDM 

- SDI- DVB /ASI -HD format 

Flashlink 

ROUTING 

SWITCHERS 

- Routers from 

16x2 to 128x128 

- A/D & D/A converters 

Distribution Amplifiers 

- THOR Router 

Management System 

- PAL- SDI -HD- Telecom 

format OR 

....__...a,«. 

Available siz- 
RGBHV 8x8 .' 

YC 8x8 and 

All configura 

available with 
Stereo Audio 

MEDIA 

SOLUTION 

- 400 MHz Bandwidth 

- Space Saving 19 " -3RU 

Frame, only 35mm 

deep 

- Professional Front 

Key panel 

- Audio breakaway 

- Salvo Editor (Preset) 

- Multi Panel Interface 

- RS -232 Serial Interface 

twork Electronics US 

.network -electronics.com 

Toll free: 

866 928 44 33 
I- @network -electronics.com u;; 
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FCC 
ownership studies 
BY HARRY C. MARTIN 

Tte Commission has initiated 
a top -to- bottom review of 
he broadcast ownership re- 

strictions covering both the local and 
national ownership caps for all broad- 
cast facilities. The current duopoly re- 
strictions for TV, as well as the news - 
paper/TV and radio /TV cross- owner- 
ship rules, are in play. 

The comment and reply comment 
deadlines were not announced when the 
FCC's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
was first released. Instead, those dead- 
lines were to be established upon the 
release of 12 studies commissioned by 
the FCC to review the various aspects 
related to the broadcasting industry. 
Those studies have since been released, 
and the Commission established Jan. 2, 

2003, as the comment deadline, and Feb. 

3, 2003, as the deadline for replies. Links 
to these studies can be found on the 
FCC's Web site at www.fcc.gov/owner- 

ship/studies.html. 
The TV- related studies reached sev- 

eral conclusions pertinent to the FCC's 
proceeding: 

There is little substitutability be- 
tween radio, television and newspa- 
per advertising; thus, local busi- 
nesses will not easily move among 
the three when faced with increased 
advertising rates. 

On the other hand, there is evi- 
dence of substitutability of daily news- 
papers, radio and cable, and broadcast 

Dateline 
Issues and programs lists for the 
fourth quarter must be placed in 

the public file by Jan. 10. Children's 
television reports for the fourth 
quarter (Form 398) must be 

electronically filed with the FCC, 

also by Jan. 10. The DTV on -air 
deadline for noncommercial 
stations is May 1, 2003. 

released 
TV with respect to news consumption. 

Consumers will substitute among 
radio, television, newspapers and the 
Internet for the source of program- 
ming, with the greatest substitutabil- 
ity being between: 

-Internet and broadcast television; 
-broadcast television and cable television; 

-cable television and daily newspapers; 
-radio and broadcast television; and 
-the Internet and daily newspapers. 

In 10 surveyed markets, the 

Enforcement news 
The FCC recently announced that in 

the past fiscal year (Oct. 1, 2001, to Sept. 
30, 2002) the agency fined companies 
more than $28 million. The chief of the 
FCC's enforcement division claimed 
that enforcement actions are aimed at 
benefiting consumers, but that did not 
stop him from announcing the multi- 
million -dollar fine total. Among the 
most frequently cited, and expensive, 
rule violations involve tower painting 

The FCC recently announced that in the past 

fiscal year ... the agency fined companies 

more than $28 million. 

number of media outlets (radio, TV, 

newspapers, cable and DBS) had in- 
creased by 195 percent since 1960, and 
the number of independent owners 
had increased by 139 percent. 

Of 10 commonly owned newspa- 
per-TV combinations, five exhibited a 
similar slant in covering the final weeks 
of the 2000 presidential election, while 
five exhibited divergent slants. 

TV stations owned and operated 
by one of the networks produced sub- 
stantially more local news and public 
affairs programming as compared to 
non -O&O network affiliates. 

There have been media reports of 
complaints from certain trade groups 
that these studies were intentionally 
slanted to support the deregulatory 
agenda which FCC Chairman Powell 
is thought by some to embrace. In- 
deed, Commissioner Copps criticized 
the studies as "bare- bones," and re- 
quested that the Commission hold 
"town hall" meetings to obtain direct 
public comment. 

The Commission is committed to re- 
solve this proceeding by May or June. 

and lighting. Here are some recent cases: 

The FCC collected $105,000 from 
a North Carolina company for failing 
to properly paint, light and mark sev- 
eral towers. Although the original for- 
feiture notice cited all of the 
company's towers, the company re- 
sponded by proving to the FCC that, 
under its rules, one of the towers in 
question did not require any painting, 
lighting and marking. The Commis- 
sion accepted this, but that shaved a 

mere $6,000 from the overall fine. 
An FCC agent visited a station to ad- 

vise the licensee of painting, lighting and 
marking violations, but was told that the 
towers were less than 200 feet high and, 
therefore,exempt from such requirements 
Skeptical, the agent returned, measured the 

towers and determined that they were 230 

feet high. Soon thereafter the station re- 

ceived notice of a $15,000 fine. DE 

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, 
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA. 

Send questions and comments to: 

harry martin @primediabusiness.com 
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If you're talking broadcast, you're talking on RTS. 

Flexibility - Whether your system has 8 users or 800... whether you're on one system or 30 trunked together, 
we've got you covered. Connectivity - RTS is compatible with systems that use twisted pair, coax, fiber, 

ISDN, VOIP, LAN, WAN or no wires at all. Variety - We have the widest variety of user stations in the industry; 

desktop, rackmount and custom units, now available with your choice of 4 -, 6- or 8- character alphanumeric displays. 

Call Toll -Free 877 -863 -4169 today or visit our web site www.rtssytems.com 

i 

09002 le. Commun¢aLOOZ Inc 

RTS - innovative solutions for broadcast professionals for over 30 years. 
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Business Models 

A new age 
for virtual studios 
BY KRISTINA JONES 

Ac.you for what vir- 
tual tual technology has to 

ffer? Then the advantages 
of virtual sets may very well be what 
you're looking for. The virtual model as 

a production set is moving towards re- 
alism like never before. It offers limit- 
less potential, and is quickly becoming 
an affordable and viable production so- 
lution. Soon, say developers, you won't 
be able to tell a set is virtual. Although 
virtual is not yet fully embraced as a re- 
placement for the traditional physical 
set, broadcasters are taking a serious look 
at the advantages of digital environ- 
ments. Virtual technology can provide 
benefits to the new age of television jour- 
nalism ranging from significantly im- 
proved viewer experience to fast, low - 
cost production. 

With early beginnings in flight simu- 
lation, and more recently the gaming 
industry, real -time 3 -D simulations 
have reached a level of realism that is 

As virtual technology advances, many 
broadcasters are beginning to take an 
interest in the versatility that virtual 
sets can bring to their productions. 
Image courtesy Devlin Design Group. 

quickly approaching reality. For a long 
time, virtual just didn't look convinc- 
ing or real enough for serious and cred- 
ible content. It always had a pixilated 
look that some called cartoonish and 
too surreal. Clean keying was also a 

constant struggle. Having a blue edge 
spill around your talent just empha- 
sized the fact that this was a "fake" back- 
ground. But recently, all this has taken 
a huge leap towards an increased im- 
age quality that may very well revolu- 
tionize what we perceive to be "real." 

The biggest innovation of late has been 
the development of pixel and vertex 
shaders that allow sophisticated real -time 

Versatility is one of the 

effects such as bump mapping, reflec- 
tions, dynamic lighting and deforma- 
tions. According to Michael Shea, head 
of content development at Devlin Design 
Group, this technology allows effects to 
be created at the pixel level, freeing art- 
ists from the limitations of polygon bud- 
gets and texture -only based solutions. 

The demand for virtual sets is becom- 
ing increasingly noteworthy because the 
cost of hardware has come down con- 
siderably. New graphic processing units 
(GPUs) are allowing mid -range systems 
to do what previously only high -end SGI 

reality engines could handle. This shift 
in real -time performance on desktop sys- 

tems has widened the market for virtual 
set technology. High -end production fa- 

cilities, smaller post houses and produc- 
tion departments, and even Webcasters 
are taking an interest in virtual content 
Eventually, say some, corporations and 
schools will follow suit, using the full ca- 

pabilities of virtual for everything from 
corporate meetings to online education. 

Versatility is one of the most compel- 
ling features of the digital world. Imag- 
ine having the ability to edit and change 
a set environment instantly. The use of 
shared resources for multiple produc- 
tions also saves time and money. You 

can create a seemingly large expanse in 

34 broadcastengineering.com 

a relatively small studio space and have 
a very expensive look by designing set 

elements such as huge video walls, el- 
evators, rotating platforms and me- 
chanical props like moving monitors 
and graphic panels. Even real -time stats 
on sports and elections can be piped 
into the virtual set, along with remote 
video of anchors in the field or inter- 
views with distant celebrities. All this 

most compellinjj features 

of the digital world, 

is possible in the virtual world. 
Multicasting may well be the most prac- 

tical application for many new network 
duopolies. As more media companies 
merge, the possibilities of virtual are even 

more appealing. Imagine shooting your 
talent in front of a blue screen and pip- 
ing the signal to multiple virtual systems 

with different branding or even an en- 

tirely different set. It has already been 
done right here in the United States. 

Understanding that it's very much an 
integration process of system and con- 
tent is the first step, and it may not always 

be as easy as hardware manufacturers 
would like you to believe. With every new 
technology comes frustrations - long 
hours of figuring things out, tweaking, 
adjusting and modifying. Many think ifs 
a plug- and -play solution, but it's just not 
there yet So, be realistic, have patience 
and think ahead. Even though there are 

dozens of library sets available for imme- 
diate purchase, many need to be opti- 
mized or configured for the type of sys- 

tem you have. Content creation special- 
ists can offer the added value of know- 
ing what works in the broadcast environ- 
ment and how to best design for various 
systems specifications. 

As with any production, have a plan 
and know how you're going to produce 
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Tom Campbell Cameraman, Former Force Recon Marine. 

f,Ir,ITgl fiNl'JC 

Tom Campbell doesn't mince words 
when he talks about having the right 
equipment for the job. As a former member 
of the U.S. Marine Corp's Elite Force Recon Unit, 
he understands first hand about the importance 
of getting it right the first time. That's why 
when he became an HD cameraman, he chose 
Canon HD lenses "the finest lenses available to 
guarantee perfection at getting the shot the 
first time." From the 11X wide -angle to our 40X 
with built -in image stabilization, Canon HDxs 

lenses have you covered. 

"I use Canon lenses because whether I am shooting tiny macro 
creatures smaller than your little fingernail or 15 foot great white sharks 
in Africa, I get reliability while producing absolutely tack sharp images." 

©Tom Campbell, top, above left © Tustin Bergeron, above right. 

HJ11X4.7B HJ16X8B 
IRSD/IASD IRSD/IASD 

HJ21 X7.8B 
IRSD/IASD 

HJ21 X7.5B 
IRSD/IASD 

HJ40x10B 
IASD/V 

For more info: Call 1 -800- 321 -HDTV 
(In Canada: 905 - 795 -2012) 

http://www.canonbroadcast.corn 

HJ40x14B 
IASD /V TELE 

Maximize Your Camera's Performance. 

Canon KNOW HOWTM 
Canar is a tegisbed endan,,L and Conon Know How is o trod n,otk of Conon Inc 'iì2002 Conon LSA, In 
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before making the choice to go virtual. 
If you're going to invest in hardware, 
software, content and education, make 
sure you also have a strong desire and 
willingness to learn and advance in new 
directions. This is really the only way 
you'll gain the experience it takes to suc- 
cessfully run a virtual studio. 

It is also important to realize the limi- 
tations of producing in virtual space. 
Talent comfort and choreography in 
the blue room can be an issue. Every- 
thing needs to be mapped out and re- 
hearsed. As long as you realize what 
you're getting into and do your home- 
work, chances are that it will prove to 
be a great investment down the road. 

It still takes tremendous skill and pa- 
tience to model a realistic- looking vir- 
tual set. You not only have to understand 
3 -D, but also architecture, geometry, 
lighting, spatial relationships, color, pro- 
duction value and editing. Don't be 
fooled by systems and software that 

claim "do -it- yourself virtual." Unless 
you've had years of advanced graphic 
developmental experience, you'll be dis- 
appointed in the results. If you want a 

high -end, professional look, let a pro- 
fessional create your environment. 

Even though competition in the pro- 
duction industry is fierce and everyone 
wants the latest, greatest stuff, there's still 

hesitation over going completely virtual. 
One solution is to use a hybrid set that 
is part traditional "hard" set and part 
blue screen component, allowing for 
virtual set integration. Many producers 
are opting for this solution because it 

allows them to shoot both real and vir- 
tual on the same set. For example, hy- 
brid sets can allow newscasters to cus- 
tomize a look with content -specific 
graphic panels for special segments, 
breaking news or franchise packages. 

WorldNet IBB, a division of Voice of 
America, recently called on virtual set 
firm Devlin Design Group for virtual 

content for producing multiple projects 
aimed at various nations around the 
world. On a restricted budget, they 
needed the ability to change imagery for 
each show. DDG provided them a Li- 

brary SoftSet that was customized to 
their specifications. Once the model is 

complete, all they'll need to do is in- 
sert various images into the environ- 
ment. Pre - rendered library sets offer fast, 

reliable choices and allow producers to 
see what they're gett ing before they com- 
mit to purchase. 

This is the perfect opportunity to be a 

true pioneer because the more virtual 
set technology comes into use, the more 
it will advance and continue to flourish. 

If you'd like more information about 
virtual and /or traditional sets, visit 
www.ddgtv.com. BE 

Kristin Jones is a graphic designer and 
freelance writer specializing in media 
matters and design solutions. 

Time Base Correctors & Synchronizers 

UMW& 
Leitch provides cost-effective, easy-to-use solutions for your audio /video 
synchronization and picture -quality requirements. 

The perfect solution for video suites, duplication houses, O.B. vans, corporate and industrial 

applications, as well as the traditional cable and broadcast markets. 

Leitch's TBC /Synchronizer series supplies the tools to address the many audio and video 

issues facing video professionals - easily and reliably. 

DPS -235 TBC /Synchronizer 
Ideal for VTR stabilization, picture quality 
adjustments, color balancing, video transcoding 
and synchronization. 

Supports composite and Y/C video inputs & outputs. 

Optional remote controllers available. 

DPS -290 TBC /Synchronizer 
Extends the feature set of our DPS -235 

with the addition of component analog 
video inputs & outputs. 

Optional remote controllers available. 

MicroSYNCT" Series 
Perfect for audio & video synchronization needs, 

and when correction of lip sync errors is required. 

Configurable with 2 or 12 card frames. 

Wide Band versions are available. 

e LEITCH. 
www.leitch.comisynchronlzers 
020021anch Technology Cory 

Canada .1 (800) 387 0233 USA Eut .1 (800) 231 9673 USA West .1 (888) 863 7004 

Wall .55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America .11305) 512 0045 
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THE ULT /MATE DOLBY 
JtEFERENGE 

DECODER 

eO O C G O O C 
Critical monitoring is essential for DVD /äPilities and DTV broadcasters 

to ensure that quality audiuf! reaches listeners. Dolby introduces the 

DP564, the next generation reference decoder that supports all Dolby® 

surround sound formats and includes comprehensive monitoring tools. 

It's perfect for applications from DVD authoring to broadcast and 

postproduction. 

ECODI G 
TECHNOLOGIES . 7, . 7 ' 

Doty' Digital 

Dolby Surround Pro Logic' 

Dolby Digital Surround EX'''. 

Dolby Surround Pro Logic Il 

Dolby Headphone 

Advanced features include two AES inputs, an optical input, linear 

timecode (LTC) output, and an Ethernet port for audio streaming 

and remote control. The front panel incorporates a master volume 

control and a large display for easy setup and metering; plus, there's a 

Dolby Headphone processor for monitoring surround sound with 

regular headphones. 

www.dolby.com/DP564 

Audition the next generation Dolby Digital reference decoder in your own facility. BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS" 

olby Laboratories, Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103 -4813 Telephone 415 -558 -0200 Fax 415- 863 -1373 

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 80J England Telephone (44) 1793 -842100 Fax (44) 1793- 842101 www.dolby.com 
, Pro l ogrc, and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Breaking Sound Barriers and Srrrourtd EX are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 

0 2002 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 502/14256 
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Measuring 
digital systems 
performance 
BY MICHAEL ROBIN 

he need to satistl complex 
distribution patterns typical 
of large teleproduction centers 

led to the development of the bit -serial 

digital signal distribution concept. This 
consists of reading out sequentially the 
10 -bit parallel data, starting 
with the least significant bit 
(LSB) and ending with the 
most significant bit (MSB), 
and sending the resulting bit - 
serial digital signal on a single 
coaxial cable. For Rec. 601,10 
bits per sample, 4:2:2 encod- 
ing this results in very high 
bit rates, e.g. 270Mb /s 
(27Mwords/s x 10 bits/word), 
with an associated spectrum Figure 1. Bit -serial digital video signal distribution begins and ends with conventional 
of the order of 1GHz. A spe- A/D and D/A converters. 

feet, depending on the cable -loss equal- 
ization capability of the receiver. 

Figure 1 shows a conceptual block 
diagram of bit -serial component video 
digital signal distribution. The source 
encoder is the conventional group of 

for transmission by the chosen me- 
dium (e.g. coaxial cable). The signal is 

corrupted by the main source of in- 
terference: the thermal noise contrib- 
uted by the receiver input stage. Ex- 

cessive cable losses will result in a low 

Analog 
component 

video 
signal in 

Y - 
B-Y - 
R-Y --- 

Source 
encoder 

Bit- parallel 
digital 

video signal 
27Mwords/s 

Channel 
encoder 

Transmitted 
bit -serial 
digital 

video signal 
270Mb /s 

Received 
bit- serial 

digital 
video signal 

270Mb /s 

f i 

Receiver 
thermal 

noise 

Receiver 
channel 
decoder 

Bit -parallel 
digital 

video signal 
27Mwords/s 

Analog 
component 

video 
signal out 

rial channel coding known as scrambled 
NRZI (non return to zero invert) is used 
to randomize the data and ensure an 
unambiguous and error -free signal re- 
generation at the end of long coaxial 
cables, typically between 600 and 1000 

DTV ho seholds n the rise 
New estimates show more than 30 percent by 2006 

three analog -to- digital (A/D) convert- 
ers, whose outputs are multiplexed into 
a 27Mwords /s bit -parallel datastream. 
The transmission channel encoder 
transforms the bit -parallel datastream 
into a bit -serial digital signal suitable 

April 8 estimate September 24 estimate 
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SOURCE: Kagan World Media www.kagan.com 

signal -to -noise ratio (SNR) and a high 
bit error rate (BER). The receiver chan- 
nel decoder deserializes the received 
bit -serial signal and recovers the bit - 
parallel digital video signal. The signal 
decoder is the conventional group of 
three digital -to- analog (D /A) convert- 
ers recovering the original analog com- 
ponent video signals. 

The standard interface 
characteristics 

SMPTE 259M describes the bit -serial 
interface for 525/59.94 and 625/50 
equipment. It has applications in a tele- 
vision studio using coaxial cable lengths 
not exceeding the amount specified by 
the equipment manufacturer, typically 
accepting a signal loss of 30dB at the 
clock frequency. The interface charac- 
teristics are summarized in Table 1. Fig- 

ure 2 shows the typical eye diagram of 
the bit -serial digital signal and some sig- 

nificant characteristics. There are three 
areas of performance- related engineer- 
ing concerns as follows: evaluation of 
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In the air or "on the air," 

It's about time... 

your timing better be perfect. 

If your sync pulse generator system fails, no hotshot maneuver is going to keep 

you from going off the air. That's why more facilities choose Leitch Reference 

Products -a reliable, integrated line of sync pulse generators and precision time 

products designed to meet all your reference signal requirements. 

Reference products like the SPG -1601, employing ATR- derived' technology, can 

maintain precise synchronization within your facility, lock together two sites 

anywhere on the globe utilizing GPS and eliminate inaccurate switches to network 

and remote feeds. Products such as the CSD -3901 master clock driver can 

distribute timecode within your facility and Network Time Protocol across a 

LAN/WAN. 

-Absolute Time Reference, or ATR, is a protocol developed by Leitch that revolutionizes how reference signals are used. 

Nith Leitch Reference Products, yours doesn't have to be a risky business. 

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West -1 (8881 843 7004 

Brazil +55 111) 3151 5093 Latin America -1 (3051 512 0045 
©2002 Leitch Technology Corporation 
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equipment and technol- 
ogy, post- installation ac- 
ceptance tests, and main- 
tenance tests. Table 2 lists 
some performance -in- 
dicative parameters and 
their application. 

Measuring trans - 
mitter-related 
parameters 

The measurement of 
the transmitter output 
signal characteristics re- 

- quires accuracy, speed 
and reproducibility. It is 

advantageous to use a 

digitizing oscilloscope, with 
a bandwidth on the order of 
2GHz, that can be pro- 
grammed to measure a set 
of parameters and display 
the results on the screen. 
The parameters to be mea- 
sured are amplitude, rise 
time and fall time, over- 
shoot, and jitter. The limits 
of acceptable performance 
are as per SMPTE 259M. 
The measurement of jitter 
requires the use of a suitable 
reference either external to 
the equipment to be tested, 
resulting in absolute jitter 
measurements, or derived 
from the signal to be measured, result- 
ing in relative measurements. The band- 
width of the relative jitter measurement 
depends on the clock recovery method 

Channel coding 

Transmitter 

characteristics 
(See Figure 2) 

Receiver 

characteristics 

- Scrambled NRZI 

- Input signal polarity: Positive logic 
- Data word length: 10 bits 
- Transmission order: LSB of any data word transmitted first 

- Unbalanced output 
- Source impedence: 750 nominal 
- Return loss: > 15dB 15MHz to clock frequency of signal) 
- Output signal amplitude: 800mV p -p t 10 percent 
- DC offset 0.0V ± 0.5V with reference to mid -amplitude of signal 
- Rise and fall time: 0.4ns to 1.5ns between 20 percent and 80 percent of 

signal amplitude points. Differences not to exceed 0.5ns 
- Overshoot of rising and falling signal edges: <10 percent of 

signal amplitude 
- Jitter: 0.2UI (.74ns) between 10Hz and 27MHz 

- Unbalanced input 
- Input impedance: 750 nominal 
- Return loss: > 150815MHz to clock frequency of signal) 
- Optional cable -loss equalization: 30dB at clock frequency of signal 

Table 1. Transmitter and receiver characteristics for bit -serial 
interfaces are summarized above. 

--i 
Overshoot 

Jitter -i ; Vif-- Amplitude 

4 - -- - -- Unit interval - 

80 percent 

Rise time 

20 percent 

Figure 2.The figure shows the measurement dimensions 
of a typical eye diagram of the bit -serial digital signal. 

used, since the recovered clock signal 
will contain some of the signal jitter 
characteristics. A jitter measurement 
bandwidth of 10Hz to 27MHz yields 

timing jitter values, 
whereas a measurement 
bandwidth of 1kHz to 
27MHz yields align- 
ment jitter values. When 
measuring jitter it is im- 
portant to mention the 
reference clock source. 

Waveform monitors 
belonging to the 
Tektronix WFM601 
family can be used to 
carry out signal charac- 
teristics measurements. 
It has to be realized, how- 
ever, that these instru- 
ments have a measure- 

ment bandwidth of the order 
of 300MHz, which will affect 
the rise time /fall time and 
overshoot measurements re- 
sults, and necessitate a correc- 
tion formula to obtain accu- 
rate results. Some waveform 
monitors have a choice of de- 
rived reference clock 
bandpass, allowing the user to 
determine the dominant fre- 
quency of jitter. The output 
return loss is an important 
performance- indicative pa- 
rameter, especially for rela- 
tively short cable runs. Spe- 
cial network analyzers are 
used to carry out this mea- 

surement. Bit -serial digital video equip- 
ment, especially large- capacity routing 
switchers, may generate high levels of 
electromagnetic radiation (EMR). 

MATCH IT! IF YOU CAN 
Audio Level and 

Impedance Interface 

Top Quality Specifications 
Bi- Directional Interface 
Front Panel Gain Adjustments and Power Indicator 11111611111111111 Rugged, All Metal Enclosure 
Single or Dual Rackmount ES -244 
Infernal Power Supply Q 
3 Year Warranty 185 e®® ©f d 

it41142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 (310)322 -2136 FAX (310)322 -8127 www.ESE- WEB.com 
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MULTI- MASTER FINISHING INCREASES YOUR FLEXIBILITY 

(LIKE YOU AREN'T ALREADY BENDING OVER BACKWARDS FOR CLIENTS) 

smoke. 

,.QV, :40_.-.,. 

:.,...:;,,.r., 

Speed. Power. And flexibility. Discreet's smoke delivers them all. Taking our industry leading Multi- Master 

Editing technology one step Further, smoke gives you a single system For creating, editing and finishing 

multiple masters, from 2K to HD to 601. Whatever your client needs, you can deliver. What's more, you 

benefit from Discreet's legacy of Academy Awards-winning effects, 3D capabilities and OMFI imports. 

Í So let the strength of smoke help you get the job done. And be prepared to bend. But never break. 

Call Discreet today at 1- 800 -869 -3504 or visit www.discreet.com 
discreet / 
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Equipment design and safe installation 
practices help reduce EMR to acceptable 
levels. EMR levels in equipment and in- 
stallations are measured using a cali- 
brated antenna and a spectrum analyzer. 

Measuring 
receiver -related parameters 

In addition to the input return loss, 
there are several additional receiver 
characteristics that need to be measured. 
These have to do with 
the ability of the re- 
ceiver to extract the 

O original data from a 

noisy and jittery input 
signal. Two special test 
signals have been devel- 
oped to meet this re- 
quirement: 

The EDH test signal: 

The Error Detection and Handling 
(EDH) concept was developed by 
Tektronix and issued as a SMPTE Rec- 
ommended Practice, RP 165. It is based 
on making cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC) calculations for each field of 
video at the serializer and at the receiver. 
The CRCs are recalculated at the 
deserializer and, if they are not identi- 
cal to the transmitted values, an error is 

indicated. The EDH is used as an in -ser- 
vice test to pinpoint automatically and 
electronically any system failures. 

The pathological test signal (SDI check 

field): The fundamental idea behind the 
test signal is to stress the transmission 
channel and assess the effects. Sony has 
developed two special test signals for 
stressing the bit -serial receiver. One of 
them, consisting of a one followed by 
19 zeros, has a large DC content and is 

used to stress the cable -loss equalizer. 
The second stress signal consists of an 
identical sequence of ones and zeros 

length in excess of the equalizer correc- 
tion capability. Shortening the cable will 

eliminate the problem. Bit errors affect- 
ing the bottom half of the picture are 
caused by a malfunction of the receiver 
clock regenerator and could indicate a 
condition where the free -run frequency 
of the PLL- controlled VCO in the re- 
ceiver has drifted from the specified fre- 
quency. A readjustment of the VCO fre- 
quency will eliminate the problem. 

The listed measure- 
ments require special test 
equipment, which may 
represent a significant 
investment and necessi- 
tate the acquisition of 
special skills. The high 
reliability of digital 
equipment using bit -se- 

rial ports creates a false 

feeling of security. As a result, many or- 
ganizations do not carry out tests of any 
kind. This can lead to catastrophic results 
due to the cliff effect, a typical problem 
in digital signal distribution. 

PX i::1f i 

Return loss 

Signal amplitude 

Rise/fall time 

Overshoot 

Jitter 
Bit error rate 

_Pathological check 

EMR 

Evaluation Acceptance Maintenance 
dB Yes No No 

p -p mV Yes Yes Yes 

ns pies Yes Yes 

percent Yes Ves Yes 

p-p ps Yes Yes Yes 

Errored seconds Yes Yes Yes 

Error /min I Yes Yes Yes 

dB pV /m Yes Optional No 

Table 2. Performance- indicative parameters are used for the evalu- 
ation of equipment and technology, and in post -installation ac- 
ceptance tests and maintenance tests. 

repeated every 20 bits, which provides 
a minimum of crossings for clock ex- 
traction. SMPTE RP 178 describes a rec- 
ommended pathological test signal 
called serial digital interface (SDI) check 
field, consisting of one -half field of each 
of the two stress signals described above. 
This test signal is fed to the input of the 
equipment under test and the output is 

monitored on a color monitor. Bit er- 
rors affecting the top of the picture are 
a result of the malfunction of the equal- 
izer, usually because of a coaxial cable 

1E 

Michael Robin, a fellow of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
and a former engineer with the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar- 
ters, is an independent broadcast 
consultant located in Montreal, Canada. 
He is co- author of Digital Television 
Fundamentals, published by McGraw -Hill. 

Premium Qualm lu-Rack Level Metering from Wohler 
Now available for SDI and Dolby Digital sources! 
as well as Analog h AES /EBU Digital 

Requires Only I or 2U of Rock Space 
Providing from 1 w 32 Channels of Monitoring in One Unit 

Simultaneous Visual Monitoring of all Channels 
Industry Leading Wide Dynamic Ronge 

Custom Variations of Standard Scales and /or Color Masks 
Available on Request 

Phase Correlation Display Available as an Optional Extra 

www.wohler.com 
sales@wohler.com 
Toll -Free (US) 1- 888 -5- WOHLER 

Werfet lc Audm a. V,deo Momrormg (I NT) +1-650-589-5676 
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SATISFYING YOUR REQUIREMENTS, 

EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS. 
TOTAL SOLUTION -TOTAL COMMITMENT 

DIGITAL PRODUCTION 

Intuitive and easy to learn control surface 

Compact console sizes - up to 64 faders and 72 channels 

Extremely lightweight and small footprint 

Full automatic redundancy for all system DSP cards, control 
processors and power supplies 

All cards and panels are hot -pluggable 

Embedded control system works independently of 
host computer 

Up to 24 Multitrack / IFB Outputs 

Mix -minus Output per channel 

12 Aux busses 

4 Stereo /Surround 5.1 Outputs 

8 audio sub -groups 

Powerful signal processing available at all times 

CONSOLE 

Scalable and providing high 

levels of redundancy with 

hot -swappable cards and 

panels throughout, Sigma 

100 is aimed at production 

facilities that do not require 

large- format consoles but 

cannot sacrifice reliability 

or technical specification. 

Sigma 100 is available in 

four cost -effective 

processing configurations 

and three frame sizes with 

a variety of I/O interfaces. 

CALREC AUDIO LTD. 

NUT(LOUGH MILL HEBDEN BRIDGE, 

WEST YORKSHIRE HXI 8E1 UK 

TEL +44 (0) 1422 842159 

fAlt +44 (0) 1422 845244 

EMAIL engwnes @calrec.com 

WEB: www.calreccom 

NORTH EASTERN USA 8 CANADA 

STUDIO CONSULTANTS INC. 

SALES/SERVICE TEL (212) 586 1376 

FAX: (212) 582 2169 

EMAIL scdoug @aol.com 

SOUTH EAST & MID WESTERN LISA 

REDWOOD MARKETING INC. 

SALES/SERVICE TEL (615) 871 0094 

FAX (615( 872 1080 

EMAIL redwood @isdn.net 

WESTERN USA TERRITORIES 

SALES TEUFAX: (310) S44 8388 

EMAIL jimw @alrec.com 

SERVICE TEL (310) 849 8516 

EMAIL pstedi @earthllnk.net 

MEXICO 

RESPUESTA INTEGRAL SA de CV 

SALES /SERVICE TEL 0052 55 5166 3018 

FAX: 0052 55 5194 6313 

EMAIL repinte@prod:gy.netme 
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Building 
reliable fiber networks 
BY BRAD GILMER 

If you want to build reliable fiber - 
optic networks for computer 
and video, there are a few basics 

you should get right. First, you must 
use the proper cabling and hardware. 
Second, you should use good tech- 
niques, and have a relatively clean 
work environment. Finally, nothing is 

perfect - you should have a backup 
plan that suits the criticality of the ser- 
vice you are carrying. 

Proper cabling and 
hardware 

It is very important to choose the 
correct cable for your application. The 
equipment you use will determine the 
diameter and mode of the cable you 
need. And the application environ- 
ment will determine whether you use 
indoor or outdoor cabling. But there 
are many instances when you need to 
terminate cables or splice them to- 
gether. For these procedures, you must 
use the proper hardware. 

There are two types of in- 
door cables: single -fiber 
and multifiber. Single -fi- 
ber cables contain a single 
fiber strand with a tight 
buffer surrounding it. 
These cables are also avail- 
able as a "Siamese" zip - 
cord pair. You can termi- 
nate this robust cable di- 
rectly without any special 
considerations. Multifiber 
cables have a common 
outer jacket that contains 
two or more tight- buffer 
cables, each of which con- 
tain a single fiber. You can 
strip the outer jacket away 
to reveal fibers that are ready for ter- 
mination. It does not require a 

breakout kit for termination. (More 
on breakout kits later.) 

Fiber -optic cables designed for out- 
door use differ significantly from their 
indoor counterparts. The outer jacket 
of the outdoor cable is much thicker 
because it is treated to resist water and 
ultraviolet radiation. It contains several 
loose buffer tubes, each of which con- 
tains several fibers. Each tube slides 
over its set of fibers, which are lubri- 

number of tight -buffer individual fiber 
cables that you can terminate for indoor 
use with the appropriate connector. The 
tight -buffer cables are much more rug- 
ged and will withstand the environment 
of a broadcast facility much better than 
the individual strands of a loose -tube 
cable. The fibers in the breakout kit are 
fusion- welded to the individual fibers in 

If your technique is good, you will only lose 

between one -half and one dB p er connector. 

cated by a gel. Thus, no individual fi- 
ber strand is surrounded by its own 
protective jacket. This saves space in the 
cable, but it means that you must use a 
breakout kit to terminate the cable. 

Usually when connecting outdoor 
cable to indoor cable, you need some 
sort of transition. This involves break- 
ing out the loose -tube individual fi- 
ber strands and connecting them to a 

Rick Ackermans, director of engineering for 
Turner Entertainment Networks, examines the 
fiber -optic cross -connect facility inTurner's new 
six -story broadcast facility in Atlanta.The room 
contains over 600 strands of single -mode fiber 
and over 300 strands of multimode fiber. 

panel. You connect the other side of 
the panel to indoor cable. 

Breakout kits allow you to convert the 
loose -tube multifiber outdoor cable to a 

44 broadcastengineering.com 

the outdoor cable. This predudes termi- 
nating the cable in the field. 

It is important to use the proper 
hardware to keep the fibers from be- 
coming deformed or broken. Typi- 
cally, a fiber must not be bent at a ra- 
dius that is less than ten times the fi- 

ber core diameter. This is not only to 
prevent cable breakage, but to prevent 
light leakage and cable losses as well. 
Special fiber raceways are available to 
protect the fiber cables. 

Good technique and a clean 
environment 

If you have a large number of fibers, 
or if your cable runs are such that pre - 
terminated cables are not suitable, it 

might make more sense for you to ter- 
minate the cables yourself. But, if you 
don't have previous experience termi- 
nating fiber, you might be better off 
purchasing terminated cables. Fluke 
has an on -line training course at 
www.cableu.net. This course is a good 
starting point, but it's no substitute for 
hands -on training. 

If you do it yourself, and if your con- 
nections are critical, you should use 
an optical -cable test kit to be sure that 
your terminations are working prop- 
erly. If your technique is good, you will 
only lose between one -half and one dB 
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NATIONS CUP FINAL 

ENGLAND 
ITALY 

U.3.lfaifonal Team: 

Landon Donovan 
DOB: 3,4'82 
City of Birth Ontario, CA 

Height 538" 

Weight 148 
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Inscriber CGFX 

Kit '1 

Though many compete - there's only one winner. For the uncompromising, unyielding 

arena of intense competition, Inscriber introduces CGFX, the revolutionary graphics 

solution for sports, elections, game shows and other live applications. 

Competitive Advantage 

Realtime output Data -stream display 

3D mesh effects Graphic and logo insertion 

CG template tool Analog and digital clocks 

An MVP comes through when it counts and CGFX is designed to help you no: only 

handle the pressure, but take your broadcast graphics to a higher level. Use shatters, 

page curls, flops, ripples and more to capture viewer attention and even link to 
databases for instant display of the latest statistics. Be the best, display the best - 
choose Inscriber CGFX. 

For more information visit - 
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Need a SPG for analog 
601 and HD Tri-Level? 
Just one Avenue module provides 
analog and 601 test signals, black, 
and tri -level sync - handling both 
standard and high definition gear. 

Avenue's wide range of 
video and audio modules are 

packed with functionality. 

SD, HD & Audio Con 

DVB -ASI modules 

Audio Channel Shuffler 

Protection Switches 

Audio Mux /Demux 

Proc Amp & Noise Reducer 

Logo Inserter & more... 

ENSEMBLE 
_,L\\_/_2:1\J 

iM 

Avenue signal integration eyete,n 

PO Box 993 

D E S I G N S Grass Valley CA 95945 

Phone: 530 -478 -1830 FAX: 530 -478 -1832 
info @endes.com www.ensembledesigns.com 

Here's a hint. 
PatchAmp pre - 
wired DA sys- 
tems are being 
utilized by more 
and more leading 
production houses, 
mobile units, cable 
network providers and 
transmission facilities 
right now! 

Your competition 
isn't waiting... 
so why are you? 

Coaxial universal frame 
Highest density frames 
Light weight and rugged 
The best signal performance 
Complete line of DA modules 
Lifetime Warranty on modules 
(we will replace it for free) 
Superior craftsmanship (Made in USA) 
Runs Cool (may cool other equipment in rack!) 

Too good to be true? Call us and well prove it! 

Wondering 
what your 
competition 
is up to? 

Call us for a side -by -side 
comparison of leading 

manufacturers vs. PatchAmp 

201- 457 -1504 
20 East Kennedy Street, 
Hackensack. NJ 07601 

www.patchamp.com 

PATC F-I11 'i I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PATCHING &DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY 
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per connector. 
(Check the specifica- 
tions of the connec- 
tor to be sure.) That 
figure can go up sub- 
stantially if the con- 
nectors are covered 
with dust, or if you 
shatter the end of the 
fiber by using the 
wrong tool for the 
job. Use a microscope 
to check the end of 
the fiber for a clean 
surface that is devoid 
of scratches. Once the cable is terminated, the end is pro- 
tected and there is no risk of shattering of the fiber or 
scratching of the end of the fiber. From that point on, dust 
becomes the major concern. Always use dust caps on fiber 
connectors when they are not connected to a device. 

It is extremely difficult to field -terminate angle- polished 
connectors. For this reason, fusion splicing has become very 
popular. To perform a fusion splice, cleave the fiber and fu- 
sion -splice it to a short "pig -tail" consisting of a connector 
and a short piece of fiber. 

Purpose -built fiber -optic panels 
protect cables from being broken 
while preventing them from bend- 
ing beyond the minimum bending 
radius of the fiber. Minimum bend- 
ing radius is usually 10 times the 
fiber diameter. 

Appropriate backup/redundancy plan 
If you are running fiber from one building to another, it 

would be prudent to pull more than one fiber. The cost of 
a multifiber cable is almost exactly the same as a single - 
fiber cable, but the cost of the installation can easily out- 
weigh the cost of the cable itself. And if you have to pull a 
cable in an emergency (after your only fiber fails), the costs 
can be very high indeed. 

Also, since fiber is more sensitive than copper to being 
grabbed by a backhoe bucket, you should consider run- 
ning multiple cables over separate paths between build- 
ings. Terminate all spare fibers, even if you are not using 
them. It will take less time to terminate the spares while 
you are doing the initial installation than it will take to go 
find all the tools, clear out the cobwebs, and terminate the 
cable months or years later when you have a failure. 

There are all sorts of fail-over switches, automatic rerout- 
ing technologies and other things available to help you build 
redundant networks. Also, you might want to consider RF 

networking technologies or optical networking using free - 
space optics as a backup for your fiber system. BE 

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer & Associates, executive 
director of the AAFAssociation, and executive director of the 
Video Services Forum. 

Send questions and comments to: 

brad gilmer@primediabusiness.com 
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Productìon C 

Microphone 
options 
BY GARY ESKOW 

Harsh economic condi- 
tions are forcing audio 
recording facilities to 

make smart purchasing decisions in ev- 
ery area of their business. Fortunately, 
developments in component technol- 
ogy and increased access to a skilled 
Asian workforce have led to a prolif- 
eration of inexpensive, high -quality 
microphones. 

For example, Studio Projects' B se- 
ries mics have a one -piece, spun - 
brass body and a three -micron cap- 
sule. Its C series has a dual -cast body 
and a six- micron capsule. Both se- 
ries include two FET models and a 

dual- triode tube model. I recently 
performed a blind test between 
Neumann's U87 and the Cl and C3 
mics, with the help of longtime U87 
owner Joe Cerisano, one of the pre- 
miere session singers in New York City. 
We recorded the same phrase three 
times, first with the U87 
and then with the Cl and 
C3. On playback, the C3 
needed a 2dB boost to 
match the level of the U87 
and Cl. Other than that, 
we were unable to distin- 
guish between the three 
products. 

The company brass at- 
tributes the mic's perfor- 
mance to its body design, 
saying that eliminating uJ 
highly reflective surfaces 
inside the mic body 
helps them avoid a hol- 
low, tinny high end. One 
design characteristic of 
the C series that is very 
different from the U87 is 

that it uses a solid -state FET design 
rather than the high -quality Jensen 
transformer used in the U87. This 
saves dealers somewhere in the 

range of $100 to $150 per mic, but 
some users feel that the FET cir- 
cuitry is not as stable as a trans- 
former. Will the FET circuitry result 
in a compromised sound over time? 
The jury is out on this one, but even if 
a microphone that costs roughly ten 
percent of another mic and tests just 
as well wears out more quickly, then a 

strong case can be made for it using 
the old price /performance scale. 

Image plays a big part in which mic 

Television stations can't 

studio owners choose. High -end cli- 
ents don't want to see inexpensive 
equipment in the rooms they use. As 
a result, companies like Studio 
Projects are correctly eyeballing the 
project- studio market. As a result, 

Studio Projects decided not 
to manufacture shotgun 
mics. 

Clients for shotgun mics 
(television stations, prima- 
rily) can't afford to experi- 
ment with new technol- 
ogy. They prefer the 
industry's proven leaders, 
including Sennheiser and 
Sony. Thus, the strategy of 
Studio Projects, and per- 
haps other microphone 
manufacturers, is to build 
small- diaphragm mics and 
a stereo large- diaphragm 
mic and expand according 
to market demand. 

One day, the field may 
open up for manufactur- 

ers of low -cost microphones. But 
these days, live applications are 
handled exclusively with the prod- 
ucts that have shown their ability to 

Studio 
Project' 

Ina blind to 
Projects' C 
micropho 
formed f 
against a 
pensive mi 

st, Studio 
1 and C3 
nes per- 
avora bly 
more ex- 
crophone. 

withstand difficult climatic condi- 
tions. Mike Pappas, electronics 
maintenance engineer for National 
Mobile Television, considers dura- 
bility and performance to be critical 
attributes. For example, NMT uses 
Sennheiser ME 66 shotgun mics for 
covering tee and green locations on 
golf shows. They also use shotguns, 
typically Sennheiser MKH -70s or 
MKH -816s, on handheld cameras. 

For announcers, headset reliability is 

afford to experiment with 
new technology. 

at the top of the list. In these mission - 
critical situations, Sennheiser HMD 
25s are typically used. 

Recent history has shown that the 
encroachment of affordable technol- 
ogy cannot be stemmed. The new, af- 
fordable mics have found a home in 
recording studios (both the project 
variety and those that cater to the 
wider public) and audio post rooms. 
However, in all areas of audio pro- 
duction, mission -critical applications 
have continued to rely on traditional 
tools. Field applications, for example, 
are still handled almost exclusively 
with traditional, high -end gear. Time 
will tell if budget technology will be 
able to make inroads in rooms that 
cater to the upper tier. In the mean- 
time, the continued growth of project 
studios and offline rooms ensure the 
success of companies that provide 
quality tools at affordable prices. BE 

Gary Eskow is a composer and journalist 
who lives in New Jersey. He's held a 
number of editorial positions in the field of 
audio journalism, and is currently a 
contributing editor at Mix magazine. 
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Operators work in the master control room at Starz Encore Group headquar- 
ters in Denver, monitoring the primary, backup and return signals for 13 chan- 
nels each on a virtual monitor wall from Barco. A supervisor has the ability to 
monitor aQd control any of the signals if required. 

ffil 

BY RAY MILIUS ¡IL ..34L'r',#e 
tarz Encore Group was 

Zofounded in 1991 
with a single channel and has 

grown to 13 channels with over 500 
employees. Recognizing the need to ac- 
commodate this growth, the company 
decided to consolidate the business and 
post -production operations of the 
company in one building and create a 

new broadcast operations center for 
on -air playback and transmission. 

Starz Encore currently broadcasts 13 

channels, each with separate digital 
feeds for east and west coast time zones 
and a full backup playout. Five analog 
channel feeds are provided for the 

backyard C -band dish market. 
Starz's technical facility utilizes most 

of the second floor of its new 300,000 - 
square -foot Denver headquarters. 

A decision was also made to upgrade 
the on -air operation from a semi -au- 
tomated tape -based playout system to 
a fully automated, server -based play- 
back and transmission center. The 
project team chose Omnibus Systems 
for automation, servers from Pinnacle 
Systems, Sony Broadcast for archive 
and Pinzone Engineering for uplink fa- 
cility design. Beck Associates was cho- 
sen as the systems integrator. 

Infrastructure for the facility was 

48 broadcastengineering.com 

critically important. The technical cen- 
ter has backup power capabilities in- 
cluding two 1500KVA generators and 
two 625KVA UPS systems. HVAC is 

provided by redundant Liebert units in . 

all the equipment rooms. All broadcast is 

equipment wiring, routing and patch- 
ing is HDTV compliant. 

The broadcast operations center is an 
all- digital, server -based facility. Starz 
selected Pinnacle Systems MediaStream 
700 servers for playback. Each playout 
server is configured with six ports for 

channel/feed playback and one for pre- 
view of material. The playout servers 
contain approximately 200 hours of 
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The UTAH -400 High- Density Digital Routing Switcher is not just the world's most 

advanced switcher, it is also the world's best value with prices that are significanty 

lower than its competitors. Imagine getting all of these features and saving money too! 

t 
Reduced Rock Space Requirements - a 144x144 Matrix in just 8 rack units, 288x288 in only 16 rack units. 

The UTAH -400 lets you put more switcher in less space than any router in history. 

SD /HD Compatibility - Mix and match standard definition and high definition signals and change the mix as your needs 

evolve. The UTAH -400 provides complete insurance for HD compatibility. 

Reduced Power Consumption - The UTAH -400 uses up to 80% less power than competitive designs. In large systems, 

this can add up to real operational savings. 

Full -time Monitoring of Input /Output Signals - With the UTAH -400's unique signal monitoring features, your router con 

become the heart of a complete, automated management system for your signal paths. 

Advanced Digital Audio Routing Capabilities - The UTAH-400 digital audio matrix gives you complete flexibility in 

handling any digital audio format. 

tau Scientific has a full range of 
presentation 

the most derñanding 

¿i=iiS'CIEF7 ¡JTf7H equirements for routing and presentation fystems' let us. 1p youfind 
he most cost-effective and future -proof digital signal moQ9ement Cystem T / F /C 
or your facility. Visit us at www.utahsciedtific.corclor call ``..., 
8011575 -8801 today for more information. I New Directions in Digital Switching 

4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 150, Salt%Lake City ,144T 84r1*1.64USA© 
h: 801 575.8801 Fax 801.537.30991 Email lsales. @utahscienJif c.com e`, www.americanradiohistory.com
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storage per channel, and 
backup servers contain about 

half that amount. A server can 
handle up to three channels. Chan- 

nels were assigned among the servers 
based on priority, so that no two high - 
subscriber -count channels share the 
same server. The backup servers mir- 
ror the content and outputs of the pri- 
mary servers but, as a cost -saving mea- 
sure, have less disk storage capacity. 

Two MediaStream 1600 servers 
were selected for ingest /encoding. 
These servers are configured with 
three input ports for ingest of mate- 
rial and three output ports for pre - 
view/QC of material. They are fed 
from the encoding/ingest room. 

Movies and promotional spots are 
encoded into MPEG -2 files at 15Mb /s 
into the Pinnacle 1600 server. The 
MPEG -2 movie files are then trans- 
ferred to the Sony Petasite robotic data 
tape archive. Promo files are transferred 

directly to the playout 
servers. When a movie 
file is needed for play- 
back, the automation 
system transfers the file 

into the appropriate 
Pinnacle 700 server. 

Video 
processing 

Signal flow for the 
plant is focused on 
keeping the failure 
points to a minimum in 
the playback and trans- 
mission chain. So most of the process- 
ing of the video and audio takes place 
during the ingest/encode step. Video is 

pre -processed and cleaned; V -chip, 
WebTV and XDS data are encoded; and 
audio is switched and encoded/decoded 
to provide the three pairs required. Starz 
broadcasts Dolby Digital 5.1 on six chan- 
nels. Spanish SAP is broadcast along 

Kart Wallace, broadcast media manager for Starz, works 
at an encoding station in the ingest/encode room. 

with standard English stereo on all chan- 
nels. Consequently, all movies stored on 
the servers and archive are encoded with 
three audio pairs. This permits storage 
of a single copy of the movie with an 
audio configuration that will work for 
any of the channels. All of this signal 
manipulation takes place during the in- 
gest /encode operation so that fewer 

In 1942, "Doc" Brown founded Dielectric. 60 years later, we're 

1942 
Dielectric founded by 
Dr, Charles Brown 

Dielectric Products 
Engineering Company, 
Raymond, Maine 

1950s 
First stacked antenna 
system built 1970s 

Multi -station antennas 
installed on Mt. Sutro 
and John Hancock 
building. 

Since our inception, Dielectric has been at the forefront of technological developments 
in the broadcast industry. We have continually focussed on the ever -changing needs of 
our clients with countless innovations in antenna, transmission line and RF system 
engineering and design. 

Today, we are involved in all aspects of DTV implementation including: 

working with the broadcaster and their consultant on FCC filing data, 

designing, engineering, manufacturing and installing the full communications systems 

offering complete installation of antenna, 
tower, transmission line, and RF system 
packages 

l'.NnIM1P 
! _ 

M¡ys 
1 

Rigging of an 
early Dielectric 

antenna in York, 
PA in 1947. 

Charles 
"Doc" 
Brown (3rd 
from left) 
working 
with fellow 
engineers. 

1986 Acquired RCA's 
TV Antenna operations e 

For 60 years broadcaster' 
have relied on Dielectric fc- 

creative solutions to corn 
plex challenges. Over 75 °0 

of DTV broadcasters have 

chosen Dielectric antenna 
systems. We have the 
solutions to suit your 
budget and time frame. 
Let's get started. 

Dielectric Communications 1- 866 -DIELECTRIC 
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Thirty -six feeds are uplinked from the new facility. 

boxes reside in the output chain. This 
provides the ability to compensate for a 

failure in any of these areas without af- 

fecting air. 

An Omnibus Colossus automation 
system controls ingest and playout of 
material on all 26 primary feeds and 
playout on the mirrored backup serv- 
ers.A total of 52 automation playlists run 
24 hours a day to handle all of these 

feeds. Omnibus' Cache 
Manager handles the 
management of material 
on the servers. It sends 
commands and requests 
to the Omnibus Transfer 
Manager and Avalon 
software, which handle 
movement of MPEG -2 

files from the archive to 
the playout servers. 

The system also pro- 
vides the ability to pre- 
view material on any of 

the primary or backup servers via a pre- 
view port assigned to each server. Stan 
has two Colossus engines, a primary 
and a backup, each running its own in- 
dependent set of channels and servers. 

Master control 
In the master control room, two op- 

erators each control and monitor 13 

channels (13 primary, 13 backup and 

13 return signals). A supervisor at a 

back console has the ability to moni- 
tor and control any of the primary and 
backup channels. The supervisor also 
has a workstation showing status of 
the Cache Manager and the file trans- 
fer operations. A workstation illustrat- 
ing status of the satellite encoders and 
uplink transmitters is located nearby. 

Barco provided the virtual monitor 
wall in the master control room. The 
wall consists of nine 50 -inch projec- 
tion cubes. Users can define the size 
and number of windows on the wall. 
The wall also displays audio monitor- 
ing meters for the English and SAP 

channels in each window, and alarms 
for loss of audio, closed captioning or 
video. Each channel is set up with a 

three -monitor window display: a large 
window for primary server output, 
and small windows for backup server 
output and monitoring of the satel- 
lite return signal. 

still proudly supporting the needs of broadcasters worldwide. 

19,)5Patented di 7Ji - 
t71 broadband 

transmission line 

On our 60th anniversary 
we are proud to 
announce the best 
warranty in the industry, 
five years on compo- 
nents and ten years on 
complete systems. 

Early 
research and 
development 
drafters at 
Bridgton, 
Maine facility. 

1999 
Introduced high power 
transmission line - 

Stacked antenna 
in Washington, 

D.C. 

2000 Built first triple stacked 
antenna for Sears Tower 

Acquired Hams' 
TV Antenna Division 
fNröus 

Rigging of 
FM antenna 

2001 Acquired Central 
Tower and TCI Inc. 

CENTRAL 
TOWER 

\ \.. 
Dielectric 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Engineering Excellence Since +942 
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lhmatnbsion chain 
The transmission signal 

flow is fairly simple. The ma- 
terial is played out of the server 

port. Effects are added by a Pinnacle 
DekoCast box when triggered by au- 
tomation, and the signal then goes di- 
rectly into the satellite encoder. There 
it is compressed and fed to the trans- 
mitter for uplink to the satellite. The 
backup path of each channel does not 
contain any graphics or voice -over 
capability but goes straight to the 
transmission router to be switched to 
the encoder in case of a failure. 

The satellite uplink facil- 
ity contains four nine - 
meter uplink antennas - 
three for uplink of the 
digital and analog feeds, 
and one as a backup. A 

one -for -one redundant 
transmitter is provided for 
each digital satellite ser- 
vice. A single backup 
transmitter covers the five 
analog services for the 
backyard C -band dish mar- 
ket. In case of a tube fail- 
ure or other transmitter 

The tape console in Starz's tape dubbing center is 
used to dub "cross channel" Starz promotions into 
a variety of formats for playback on other services' 
channels. 

esign 
St rz: 

Ray Milius, Lonnie Scheele, Jim 
Porter, Kirk Trost, Ron Hill, Andy 
Pergeau, Randy Pike, John 
Ferguson, Kent Wallace, 
Jonathan Cote, Doug Reither 

Omnibus: 
Stan Kingett, Ben Frost 

Beck: 
John Fitzrandolph, Terry Breay, 
Brad Martens 

Pinnacle: 
Jerry Stooksbury 

Sony: 

Randy Brigham 
Pinzone: 

Basil Pinzone 

Egíient 
list 
Omnibus Colossus automation 
Avalon Archive Manager 
Pinnacle servers and DekoCasts 
Sony Petasite archive 
NVision routing switcher 
Pro -Bel routing switcher 
Evertz DAs, A/D -D /A converters 
Barco monitor wall and Hydra 

system 
Dolby -E and AC3 encoders and 

decoders 
Motorola Digicipher Il encoders 
Vertex satellite dishes 
MCL uplink transmitters 
ILC monitoring and control 

malfunction, the service is automati- 
cally switched to the backup unit. A 

total of 36 feeds are uplinked from 
the new facility. 

Throughout the project, a high level 
of cooperation was required and exhib- 
ited by all involved in order to meet an 
extremely tight deadline. The first 
equipment rack went into the facility 
in August 2001, and the facility went 
on air in January 2002. Since the on- 
air date, the company has logged fewer 
operational and equipment- related 
outages than with the previous tape - 
based system. BE 

Ray Milius is vice president of technology 
for the Starz Encore Group. 
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YAMPt- 1111 "WNW diluai witir 
4" composite and SDI LCD video monitor 
Select one of 2 SDI inputs 
Reclocked SDI output 
Composite video output from SDI 

Select any one of 4 embedded audio groups from SDI 

Demuxes selected group of embedded audio 
to AES /EBU digital and analog outputs 
Auxiliary AES /EBU digital and analog inputs 

Select / of 2 auxiliary composite video inputs 

www.PANORAMAdtv.com Elles @PANORAMAdtv.com 
t- 888 -596 -4537 ¿U S Toil Free) * 1 650.589 5676 (International) 
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Meet the newest members of 
Sennheiser's wireless family 
Whether you're on the set or on the scene, Sennheiser equipment 

is your best partner. Our rugged construction ensures that your 

system works the first time and every time. And our natural sound 

reprcduction ensures clarity and intelligibility in any environment. Sennheiser 

has been awarded the Oscar, Grammy and Emmy for our innovate, creative 

and technical solutions that have become industry standards. So when sound 

is important to you, put your trust in Sennheiser. 

SK 5012 
You asked for a smaller professional 
transmitter with Sennheiser quality, but 
with lower noise, longer battery life and 

improved transmission. Your wish has 

beer granted with the SK 5012. 

visit 

SKP 30 
The SKP 30 is a compact and rugged 
plug -on wireless transmitter with full 
48V phantom power for use with any 
standard microphone. 

M 

SK 5012 
SKP 30 

aP 3041 
The QP 3041 is a robust 1/2 x 2 -space 

portable rack system for mounting, 
powering and processing up to four 
EK 3041 -U True Diversity receivers (not 
included). 

www.sennheiserusa.com to lea 

7j®EI%II%IHEIE 
rn more 

One Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 Tel 860- 434 -9190 Fax 860- 434 -1759 

Canada: Tel 514 -426 -3013 Fax 514 -4263953 www.sennheiserusa.com 
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TV transmitter 
control systems 
BY DON MARKLEY 

With the continuing 
downsizing of the 
technical staff at 

many stations, the need for simple con- 
trol of the transmitting equipment be- 
comes even more critical. Staff members 
are spread out thinner than ever. Now 
they have to maintain all of the equip- 
ment from past years, as well as install 
new digital equipment for DTV and 
operate another transmitter. This means 
that those pieces of equipment that op- 
erate with reasonable stability receive less 

and less attention. Given that a well - 
maintained transmitter should show 
such stability, many transmitters receive 
scant attention during the broadcast day. 

Enter the remote control system. 
Today's crop can be broken into two 
general types. First, there is the tradi- 
tional stand -alone remote control system 
in which a rack -mounted controller 
is used to monitor a lengthy list of 
variables while also performing the 

/ 
Station 

control function of providing contact 
closures on demand. The monitored 
variables normally are represented by a 

small DC voltage from sampling units 
in the transmitter. Each measured volt- 
age is then multiplied by a correction fac- 
tor entered by the operator to calibrate 
the equipment. At the remote control 

drive or printed out on a paper log. This 
is the classic type of remote control and 
should be fairly familiar to all transmit- 
ter operators. A large disadvantage of 
this type of remote control is that it usu- 
ally requires a really significant number 
of interface units. The controller itself 
only looks at a few input voltages for 

Many transmitters receive scant attention during 

the broadcast day or week 

point, an indication is available of the 
actual value of each such parameter. 

If the equipment is properly calibrated, 
the operator will have an accurate indi- 
cation of parameters such as beam cur- 
rent, filament voltage, and forward and 
reverse power. If the necessary goodies 
are purchased with the remote control 
system, the parameters can be shown on 
a monitor and recorded either to a hard 

1 . 1 1 II. L' I I 

rch for business o rtunities 
Special -event planning ranks high 

U Cable LI Broadcast 

Expanding our news, 13 
weather, traffic coverage 6% 

Sponsoring concerts 
and special events irMF-3% 

Sports broadcasting 

Changing our programming/content 

Doing more live /remote broadcasting 

Selling our excess 
I creative /production capability 

Special events 

Creating more programming 
tie -ins to our Web site 

Increasing our internal 
production capabilities 

Improving the quality 
of our production 

SOURCE: Trendwatch 

30% 

Percent of U.S. broadcast and cable stations 

www trendwatch.com 

monitoring purposes. At the same time, 
the control circuits are low voltage/low 
current contact closures. Placing such 
contacts directly into the transmitter 
control circuits is a surefire way to draw 
arcs and vaporize printed circuit traces. 

Expansion modules are purchased 
for monitoring large numbers of pa- 
rameters. The sample voltages are 
wired to the expansion modules, 
which are switched in and out as 
needed to make the desired measure- 
ments. Happily, switching in the 
modern units is all electronically con- 
trolled by the system controller. 

In a similar fashion, those contact clo- 
sures that are actually provided to the 
equipment are by relays mounted on 
external panels. The relays themselves 
are controlled by the low voltage logic 
in the controller. These systems have 
been upgraded with control functions 
added through improved software. 

Now for the second type of system. 
Most modern television transmitters 
offer the option of a complete monitor- 
ing and control function using software 
that directly interacts with the transmit- 
ter control software. There is no rack full 

of wires to connect multiple external 
boxes to the transmitter. One simply 
plugs in the good old Ethernet plug or a 

phone line to a modem. The transmitter 
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parameters and controls are then avail- 
able to anyone with the proper com- 
puter software and passwords. 

Most of these systems provide remote 
control of the transmitter itself but do 
not involve themselves with auxiliary 
equipment. A small conventional re- 
mote control system is often necessary 
to monitor the SU system, emergency 
generator, tower lights and building se- 
curity. Remember, those areas still need 
attention. The FCC inspector will not 
be impressed by your ability to adjust 
the pre -correction circuitry in the ex- 
citer remotely if you can't tell if the tower 
lights are working. 

Now, let's move to the real heart of 
the issue. It can be assumed that the 
chief engineer does not want to be 
called every time a storm causes a mo- 
mentary power break, as long as it can 
be brought back online simply. In other 
words, people need to be trained to 
monitor the remote control readings 

and control the transmitter. 
Today's transmitters are pretty good at 

protecting the expensive parts if things 
go wrong. If the operating parameters 
of an IOT start to go out of acceptable 
bounds, at least that cabinet will prob- 
ably be shut down by the transmitter 
control software. Some accompanying 
signals should tell the remote control 
system or the monitor location what the 
failure mode might be. Often, all this 
requires is a new application of "ON" to 
the appropriate control circuit, especially 
for such problems as momentary power 
outages. However, this is where train- 
ing comes into play. 

The transmitter doesn't normally 
know what exactly went wrong, just that 
a parameter is outside the envelope. But 
it is not always advisable to keep on try- 
ing and trying to bring a system back 
online after it shuts down. It can be cata- 
strophic in some cases to try again and 
again to get back on the air. 

A prime example of this is a failure in 
a transmission line or antenna that 
causes a VSWR trip. If the operator keeps 
trying again and again to bring the sys- 
tem back online, it is highly likely that 
the majority, if not all, of the transmis- 
sion line system may be destroyed. 

Finally, an absolute requirement is to 
regularly check the calibration of the 
remote control system. It's not hard - 
just read the meters themselves and 
compare their indication to that of the 
remote control system. If this isn't done 
regularly, the operators slowly but 
surely lose any idea of exactly how the 
transmitting system is performing. Re- 
member, it's horrible to get called out 
of bed to check a problem that turns 
out to be only a bad calibration. BE 

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley 
and Associates, Peoria, IL. 

Send questions and comments to: 

dok_markley@primediabusiness.com 
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broadcast operations 

D uring the first few decades 
of broadcasting, stations 
devised the processes, ac- 

quired the tools and justified the staff- 
ing to deliver programming to the 
viewer. Television borrowed some 
methods from the more mature radio 
industry. But without a mature business 

model to implement, it followed a 

more extemporaneous path. 
The hardware from those early 

days has been updated by genera- 
tions of new technology. But, unfor- 
tunately, many of the oldest manual 
tasks and operational processes from 
those days have perpetuated and are 
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alive and well in many of today's TV 
stations. 

Automation 
Today, program automation is 

common in many television facili- 
ties, primarily to reduce operational 
costs. But few, if any, broadcast stations 
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By Larry Brandt 
At Real Broadcast Network's all- 

, *tal Internet Broadcast Opera- 
tions Center (IBOC) in Seattle, ern- 

te an event manage - 
for proprietary traffic 

use automation for its designed pur- 
pose: unattended master -control op- 
eration. The reasons for this are not 
fully understood, but there are at 
least two contributing factors. First, 
for many decades, FCC rules man- 
dated that someone be present to 
monitor the transmitter signal. Second, 
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stations have been reticent to leave 
their playback systems unattended 
because many manual data processes 
within the station lack robustness 
and error checking, and can corrupt 
the data being delivered to the auto- 
mation server. 

Automated stations still require an 

operator in master control working as 

a backup to the system. The operator's 
primary functions are to perform qual- 
ity control on the program stream, cor- 

rect the program playlist and manually 
switch program elements that are not 
automated. Finally, the MC operator is 

there to help prevent catastrophic fail- 

ure in the program streams. 
Another issue with today's automa- 

tion technology is that functions are 
still performed repeatedly, often by a 

different department within the same 
station. Let's look at two examples. 

One primary duty of the MC opera- 
tor is to provide a quality -control 
check over video feeds as they are re- 

corded. The operator repeats this 
function again when the station finally 
airs the program. 

A second, and more labor -wasting, 
example involves logs. The traffic de- 

partment creates program logs and 
then delivers them to master control. 
The MC operator then changes and 
corrects the logs to represent the actual 
as -aired program conditions. Similar 
procedures are common throughout a 

typical station's operation. Think of the 
efficiencies and error reductions the 
station might enjoy if it automated 
some of these processes, or at least, 
handled them only once. 

The need to do things 
differently 

Today, stations still perform many 
operations based on equipment and 
conditions originated in the 1950s 
and 1960s. Paper logs are still com- 
mon. People still handle last -minute 
changes by telephone or notes passed 
between traffic and operations or 
engineering. 

Technology has improved, and sta- 
tions can now manage log data elec- 
tronically. Yet several station person- 
nel often process the same data, 
which increases the opportunity for 
errors. The result is that, for the sake 
of expediency, stations often impro- 
vise impromptu, ad hoc solutions - 
Band-Aid - to fix operational prob- 
lems that are systemic in nature. And, 
after a while, Band -Aids begin to 
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cover Band -Aids. Occasionally, the 
process even repeats itself. 

Nearly all broadcast stations use the 
Band -Aid approach. Fortunately, 
methods exist to cleanse business 
operations and monitor future modi- 
fications. Put another way, there are 
tools that stations can use to elimi- 
nate many of the Band -Aids. These 
methods and tools are part of a reor- 
ganization process that can put the 
station back on track. Let's take a look 
at how it works. 

Reorganization 
First, the reorganization requires that 

stations identify and eliminate repeti- 
tious tasks. Obsolete processes and his- 
torical fixes are easy to identify on a flow 
chart. Unfortunately, replacing a multi- 
task process can be difficult. It might 
be necessary to hire a consultant to re- 
view a station's operations, searching 
for processes that can be automated or 
eliminated altogether. 

Generally, the goals of such a review 
are to: 

make the operation as linear as 
possible 

emphasize electronic data over 
paper data 

reduce or eliminate multiple data 
entry 

automate where cost -effective 
eliminate obsolete tasks 
logically reassign task responsibilities 

to improve data flow and task accuracy 
In addition, every proposed change 

must go through a cost /benefit analy- 
sis. The goal is not to replace people 
with machines but to maximize staff 
creativity and productivity. Many 
times, the long -term cost of staff is 
less than that of an automation sys- 
tem or optical fiber link. Don't enter 
the process with the idea that you're 
simply going to replace people with 
equipment. That's not the solution. 

Analyzing broadcast 
operations 

The process of reorganizing station 
operations is not trivial. In fact, it may 
take as long as a year. Choosing a per- 
son or company to perform the station 

operational analysis takes careful con- 
sideration. Bringing in a third party 
for a thorough station analysis is a big 
step, not to be taken lightly. The con- 
sultant must possess a thorough 
working knowledge of operations in 
traffic, master control, promotion, 
news, program services and sales. Al- 
though in -house staff may be com- 
petent in these areas, an outside ana- 
lyst has the advantage of a fresh per- 
spective. As stations progress into the 
21" century, they need to re- examine 
their workflow with an experienced 
operations analyst. The goal is to im- 
prove operations and efficiently 
while enabling the staff to be more 
creative and productive. 

The first phase of the consultant's 
job involves analyzing the current 
operation and understanding the 

1118111e 

on different shifts or days of the work 
week. Often, there are operational 
differences among day, night and 
weekend periods, and differences 
between the duties of full -time and 
part -time workers. 

The general manager, controller 
and general sales manager need to 
provide information about labor 
contracts, niche operations or areas 
that are important profit centers for 
the station, policies dictated by own- 
ership that may constrain reorgani- 
zation, and other market -specific is- 
sues the station faces. 

While there are several methods the 
station can use to uncover all this in- 
formation, two methods are com- 
mon. The first is to inventory each of 
the tasks performed by each em- 
ployee. Supervisors go through a list 

Stations often improvise "Band-Aids" 
to fix operational problems that are 

systemic in nature. 

current business environment. Sec- 
ondly, the consultant needs to un- 
derstand the station management's 
long -range goals. It's important that 
the consultant know, for example, if 
the station plans to double the 
amount of newscasts over two years. 
If your station doesn't have a long - 
range plan, you'll have to get one in 
place before the consultant can ef- 
fectively begin the process. 

The first step in understanding how 
a station works is to make a thorough 
audit of the various operational ar- 
eas. The audit process begins with in- 
terviews of both staff and manage- 
ment. It generally takes two to three 
days to complete this process. A 
small- market station may require 
only a single day. 

All employees with information 
about any operational area are inter- 
viewed. This includes almost every- 
one. In large departments, or in those 
working multiple shifts, the auditors 
must interview even those employees 

of employees and catalog all of the 
tasks each employee performs on a 
routine basis. They also catalog esti- 
mates of employee time spent on each 
task, volume of output, critical 
timelines, error rates, tools used, etc. 
It is important to note the error -de- 
tection process or feedback to the 
employee during task performance. 
The consultant is critical here as an 
independent observer. Often, the 
front -line staff is so familiar with how 
they work that they will leave out 
critical steps they perform - omis- 
sions that an outsider will catch. 

A second approach to the opera- 
tional analysis is to follow the data 
paths throughout the station and 
learn the processes that follow. Data 
paths are all of the data that pass 
through a station, such as the order- 
ing process for commercial spots, 
programming schedules from sta- 
tion management, program timing 
information, and upcoming news 
stories being readied for the 
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newscast's final rundown. 
An interviewer asks each department 

to identify all of the sources of data 
coming into the department and what 
forms the data take - paper, electronic, 
word of mouth, faxes, videotapes, etc. 

Using the list of data sources, the in- 
terviewer then asks what tasks within 
the work area use each datastream, 
what changes are made to the data, 
and what data leave the department 
as a result of processing. Information 
is catalogued relating to who gets the 
outputted data, what form the data 
takes, critical timelines, error rates and 
any feedback loops that exist. 

This method is extremely helpful in 
understanding exactly what people do, 
who is impacted and whether the pro- 
cess has Band -Aids already in place. 
This method checks well because the 
manager can provide information re- 
lating to the overall work area while 
employees can confirm the manager's 
account and add details not generally 
known to the manager. Another use- 
ful aspect of this method is the ability 
to track data across department lines. 

used to analyze the real cost of current 
operations. Later, the analyst will use 
this same information to evaluate the 
costs of various operational models. 

The How chart 
Armed with the defined tasks and 

processes from the interviews and the 
paper trail from hard copy records, the 
analyst begins to create a flow chart that 
describes the whole station operation. 

A task flow chart for a typical station 
should look like a funnel with its large 
end on the left and the spout on the 
right. The left side of the chart (the 
large end of the funnel) represents the 
input of many diverse streams of data 
entering the station. These could be 
spot orders, program information, 
satellite feeds or news content. To the 
right, the few lines leaving represent 
the station's program stream, client 
billing and FCC reports. 

If the station is operationally effi- 
cient, it will process this data in a lin- 
ear manner and the chart will show 
multiple data streams merging into 

The goal is not to replace people with 
machines but to maximize staff creativity 

and productivity. 

The data -collection process must be 
detailed, so it becomes an iterative 
process, with the analyst graphing op- 
erational data, reviewing the data with 
management, and then correcting the 
graphical representations before en- 
tering the next phase. 

Near the end of the data -acquisition 
process, the analyst assembles the pa- 
per data from the station. This would 
include program logs, satellite- record 
schedules, spot -dub requests, work 
schedules, news -assignment logs, 
graphics requests, promotion -tagging 
data and other written information 
commonly sent throughout the sta- 
tion. These data are used to confirm 
or establish the volumes of workflow. 

This is where W -2 information, work 
schedules and operational budgets are 

fewer and fewer data paths as the 
lines move to the right. Bulges in the 
chart represent the Band -Aids men- 
tioned earlier. These inefficient op- 
erations appear as long paths with 
numerous tasks and few data lines 
entering or leaving the path. The 
number of manual tasks performed 
on automation input and output 
data is a measure of the station's au- 
tomation efficiency. 

The hard part 
Now comes the really hard part. 

The analyst must develop a recom- 
mended operating model for the sta- 
tion and a transition plan that en- 
sures a smooth reorganization. The 
analyst must be extremely careful in 
making recommendations for reor- 
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ganization. The proper new model 
can only be designed if the analyst 
fully understands the consequences 
of each and every element of change 
he recommends. BE 

Larry Brandt is a senior broadcast engineer 
with Digital System Technology. 
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Some new converters attach to HD 
cameras to allow on -set monitoring 
with low-cost SO monitors. Photo cour- 
tesy Miranda. 

production industries will need reli- 
able, high -quality, affordable conver- 
sion solutions that allow them to 
repurpose content between and among 
525/625 and ATSC formats. 

The basic techniques for ATSC con- 
versions are no different than those 
used for 525/625 conversions. But, with 
ATSC, the number of allowable formats 
has grown considerably. And the num- 
ber of possible format conversions has 
grown tremendously. Figure 1, which 
shows (the infamous) ATSC document 
A -53A Table 3 and its accompanying 
legend, reveals the multitude of allow- 
able digital TV formats. 

Note that 1088 lines are actually 

and subsequent frames to render the 
motion more smoothly. Similar issues 
exist when converting between PAL 

(625 /25i) and NTSC (525/30i). 
Converting film for TV is simple 

when compared with some ATSC con- 
versions. Ironically, the most onerous 
ATSC conversion is the one that, at first 
glance, seems the easiest. Converting 
720p60 to 720p59.94 might appear to 
be easy because the ratio of the frame 
rates yields a 0.1 percent difference. We 

could just skip one frame in a thousand 
(or repeat one frame in a thousand to 
convert 720p59.94 to 720p60), but 
dropping or adding a frame might not 
meet with the producer's approval. An 
alternative might be to employ interpo- 
lation, perhaps with motion compen- 
sation, in the conversion. But in this case, 
the number of frames the algorithm 

Vertical size Horizontal size 
value value 

Aspect ratio 
information 

Frame rate 
code 

Sc. 
mo. 

1080' 1920 1,3 1,2,4,5 
4,5 o 

720 1280 1,3 1,2,4,5,7,8 
1,2,4,5,7,8 

480 704 2,3 4,5 o 

640 1,2 1,2,4,5,7,8 
4,5 o 

l= end br MPEG -2 coded values 
Aspect ratio information 1 = square 2 = 4:3 display aspect ratio 3 = 16:9 display aspect ratio 

Frame rate code 1 = 23.976Hz 2 = 24Hz 4 = 29.97Hz 5 = 30Hz 7 = 59.94Hz 8 = 60Hz 
Scan mode 0 = interlaced scan 1 = progressive scan 

standard -definition release of produc- 
tions, whether on terrestrial broadcast, 
satellite broadcast, VHS or DVD. The 
inescapable conclusion is that, for the 
foreseeable future, the broadcast and 
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Figure 1. ATSC document A- 53ATable 3 and its accompanying legend reveal 
the multitude of digital TV formats. (Reproduced courtesy of ATSC.) 

coded to satisfy the MPEG -2 require- 
ment that the coded vertical size be a 

multiple of 16 (for progressive scan) 
or 32 (for interlaced scan). 

Temporal troubles 
Field -rate conversion is "a fine kettle 

of fish." For example, converting film's 
24f /s to TV's 30f /s is something with 
which all of us are familiar. The 3/2 
pulldown process involved in the con- 
version doesn't render motion faithfully. 
The syncopated rhythm of the 3/2 ca- 
dence interrupts motion and, with some 
scenes, it can become quite annoying. The 
answer is to perform a motion- compen- 
sated interpolation between pairs of 
frames using knowledge of preceding 

requires to render the content 
smoothly can be quite substantial, per- 
haps eight or more frames in memory 
for review and processing. 

The problems that these examples 
point out are not restricted to ATSC 
formats; rather, they highlight the 
difficulty conversions present in 
some production situations. To 
avoid or help alleviate such prob- 
lems, manufacturers of ATSC con- 
verters might have to provide algo- 
rithms capable of converting among 
all ATSC formats. Panasonic, 
Teranex, Snell & Wilcox, Evertz, 
Miranda and Sony all make convert- 
ers, and three of them (Teranex, 
Panasonic, and Snell & Wilcox) make 
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Figure 2. The conversion chart for one of Panasonic's converters shows 
that it can perform more than 90 bi- directional conversions. 

converters for the full range of for- 
mats. For example, Figure 2 shows 
the conversion chart for a Panasonic 
converter that can perform more 
than 90 bi- directional conversions. 

If spatial and temporal conversions 
were the only issues with which con- 
verter designers had to contend, for- 
mat conversion would be less prob- 
lematic. But they must also consider 
such picture -related parameters as as- 
pect ratio, colorimetry, image content 
and audio handling. 

Aspect (ratio 
Most of our TV viewing experience has 

been with NTSC and PAL, which both 
use the 4:3 (1.333:1) aspect ratio. The 
ATSC has standardized the aspect ratio 
of HDTV in North America as 16:9 
(1.77:1). Motion pictures on film are shot 
in a variety of even wider as- 

pect ratios, including 1.85:1 

and 2.35:1. Converting con- 
tent between aspect ratios 
presents both technical and 
production issues. 

Conversions between as- 
pect ratios have the most 
noticeable effect on the im- 
age. Figure 3 illustrates these 
effects. For example, 
downconverting from 16:9 

to 4:3 cuts off the sides of 

favored by many moviemakers, is to em- 
ploy the letterbox process. This process 
shrinks the entire image, but preserves 
the aspect ratio of the original filin. 

Converting between square -pixel for- 
mats and non -square -pixel formats pre- 
sents technical issues. Non -square pixels 
complicate the math needed to convert 

Figure 4 shows several TV scanning 
standards and the luma equations that 
TV equipment (including converters) 
should use to maintain correct colorim- 
etry. The early HDTV equipment that 
had 1035 active lines should conform 
to SMPTE 240M, while all current sys- 

tems should be using ITU -R BT.709 
colorimetry (often called Rec. 709). A 

converter may have the smarts to look 
at the input and output formats and 
select the correct matrices to transform 
the color between standards. However, 
if a 1035i camera is used to produce 
part of a 1080i program, it may not 
produce the right colorimetry to match 
the display format that the converter 
automatically senses. 

Image content 
Clearly, an upconversion from 480i or 

576i to HDTV cannot generate the de- 
tail an HDTV original would produce. 
But, with high -quality interpolation, it 

can provide a dramatic improvement 

With ATSC, the number of possible format 
conversions has grown tremendously. 

aspect ratios and special resolutions. 

Colorimetry 
Colorimetry is a parameter that is of- 

ten overlooked, but is nonetheless criti- 
cal to converting between SD and HD 
formats properly. Today, we have three 

over the low- resolution originaL Design- 

ers of conversion systems must take spe- 
cial care to ensure that their devices do 
not create spectral energy that causes 
aliases with the original. 

What about sound? 
Ideally, converters 

should be capable of han- 
dling all types of audio. 
This includes analog, dis- 
crete AES inputs, and em- 
bedded audio. All SD /HD 
converters will pass and 
re -embed the signals on 
the output. It is important 
that the converter corn- 
pensates for the latency 
(electrical delay) of the 
audio signal(s) as it does 
for the video signal. Many 

major manufacturers of conversion de- 
vices have implemented only four chan- 
nels for discrete AES inputs, limiting the 

erbox downconversion 

Portion of 4:3 frame used in letterbox downconversion 

Portion of 4:3 frame not used in letaingvac r 

Figure 3.This display shows the effects of aspect -ratio conver- 

the 16:9 image. Most mo- sions on the image. 

tion pictures are converted for viewing relevant colorimetry standards and, 
on a 4:3 aspect -ratio screen using the unfortunately, two of them relate to 
pan- and -scan process. The other choice, legacy and current HDTV equipment. 
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HELP NEEDED 

Call Modulation Sciences, 
your sound authority 

modulation 
sciences 
inc. 

12A Worlds Fair Drive 
Somerset, NJ 08873 
loll Free: (800) 826 -2603 
Voice: (732) 302 -3090 
Fax: (732) 302 -0206 
E -mail: sales@modsci.com 
vrww.modsci.com 

Are You the Engineer in Charge of Audio? 

Then you need the New Modulation Sciences 
msi 3300 Audio Processor and A/D & D/A converter. 

Ideal for Dolby ' AC -3, MPEG, Fiber, Microwave and NTSC 

Any combination of analog or digital - input and output 

Combines the best of digital and analog audio with no- hassle 

robustness of AES -3 digital interfacing and the proven smooth 

sound of analog processing 

Controls the dynamic range of the wide variety of TV Audio 

Processes audio without introducing objectionable artifacts 

Specifically designed for the wide range of TV audio: 

Live studio news 

Highly processed spots 

Live sports with crowd noise 

Film sound tracks 

ENG feeds 

Soap Operas and dramas 

Dialog with live audiences and music 
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Television 

Scanning standard 

Luma equation 
ITU -R BT601 ITU -R 87.709 Other 

SMPTE 170M 

NTSC 

EBU 625 

PALSECAM 

ANSI/SMPTE 293M 

5M/720 x483/ 59.94/1:1 

SMPTE 274M 

1250/ 1920 x 1080 / multiple rates/ 1:1,31 
ANSI/SMPTE 295M 

1250/1920x 1080/50/1:1,31 
ANSI /SMPTE 296M 

705/ 1280 x 720 /multiple rates/ 1:1 

SMPTE 240M 

1125/1920x 1035 /60,59.94/21 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

SMPTE 240M 

(see note) 

NOTE: ANSUSMPTE 240M uses a luma equation that is similar to ITU -R 87709, but is not exactly the same. 
In many applications the difference may be small enough to ignore, but these differences could become 
significant in critical applications. 

Figure 4. SMPTE engineering guideline EG36 -2000 shows severalTV scan 
ning standards and the luma equations that video equipment (including 
converters) should use to maintain correct colorimetry. 

output to eight of the available 16 chan- upconverters and downconverters. 
nels. Discrete audio for surround Thedownconvertersareavailablewith 
sound requires only three AES pairs, 
though many producers assign L, R, C, 
Ls, Rs, LFE, and Lr, Rr (Left Total (i.e. 
consumer surround -sound encoded). 
So you should use care when consider- 
ing converters that can handle only two "monitor only" performance as well 
channels. as with full 10 -bit adaptive conversion. 

These exciting products allow 525 
Tbs new underclass monitors to monitor high -bandwidth 

Additionally, there is a subclass of signals, though at lower quality. They 
converters to consider. Several manu- can also save large amounts of money 
facturers (Thomson Grass Valley, if the SD output is employed for non- 
Leitch, Miranda, Evertz, Snell & critical uses only. For instance, you can 
Wilcox, Aja Video and Cobalt Digital, use a monitoring downconverter to feed 

among others) make card -based a nonlinear editing system at acceptable 

quality and thus make edit decisions 
without requiring a higher -cost, full- 
resolution edit solution. Such a 
downconverter can also be used to 
feed low- bit -rate encoders for stream- 
ing video in a cost -effective manner. 
Several manufacturers (Miranda 
among them) also make converters in 
a form factor intended to attach to HD 
cameras to allow low -cost monitors to 
be used on set. The new Miranda unit 
even outputs DV on Firewire for in- 
put to laptop editors on the set. 

Ten years ago, converters cost upwards 
to $250,000. Today, they can cost well 

under $10,000. As solutions are commit- 
ted to silicon, we may soon see conver- 
sion embedded in other production 
devices for little additional money. The 

Ideally, converters should be capable of handling 

all types of audio. 

flexibility of current converters is bring- 
ing us closer to that corner where we 
can see digital TV. BE 

John Luff is senior vice president of 
business development for AZCAR. To reach 
him, visit wwtvazcar.com. 

Send questions and comments to: 

john Iut@primediabusiness.com 

Wohler Technologies 
Audio & Video Mi. 

Announcing the 
World's First 

Audio Monitor 
wwwwohlecom soles@wohleccom 

woner Toll -Free (US) 1- 888 -S- WOHLER (TNT.) +1- 650 -589 -5676 

See What We Can Fit Into The Rack! 

- 1.5Gb /s Baseband HD -SDI Inputs 

- Auxilliary AES /EBU Digital & Analog Inputs 

- Eight 53 Segment Tri -Color LED Bargraphs 

Displaying Simultaneous VU & PPM 

- Powerful 104dB SPL at 2 feet (0.6m) 
- Premium Quality Drivers & Power Amplifiers 
- Excellent Frequency Response and Low Distortion Milk 

Ec 
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Plays Well 
With Others 

HP75BNC Series: 
» irue i5 uii impedance 

» 50 mi gold plated center pins 

» Nickel- plated, machined brass shells 

HP75BNC 

Series 
r 

AAA Series: 
to assemble, saves assembly time 

» Quickest assembly time in the industry 

» Optional die -cast handle improves durability 

» Available in 3 -7 pins, black and gold finishes 

AAA Series 

,.........-..41.' F At Pby: 
» 
ront 

Easy 

Access 

slide -out ray 

udio 
for fast terminations 

from the FRONT of the rack 

1111111 111111'. ill rrkut, 
» Available in both long -frame or bantam configurations 

» All jacks are nickel plated, steel frame, 

r r fi fi fi c r 
with gold -plated crossbar contacts 

° .....--'-'"'s ' ° » Part of a complete line of audio 

patchbays. call for details 

Front Access 
Audio Patchbay 

Video Patchbays: 

MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3.OGhz 

» VPP standard High Definition version rated at 2.4Ghz 

» VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz 

» Available in 1 RU, 2RU's, 24, 26 or 32 jacks, terminated, 

non -terminated, or non -normalled 

Video Patchbay Switchcraft* 
w w w. s w it c h e r a f t. e o m 

5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630 
Phone: 773- 792 -2700 / Fax: 773- 792 -2129 
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HD and 
SD scopes 
BY JOHN LUFF 

The transition from analog to 
digital production and 
transmission technology 

impacts the tools of our trade in fun- 
damental ways. But manufacturers 
have done a great job of camouflag- 
ing some of these changes. This 
smoke -and -mirrors act might seem 
strange at first, but it has a very posi- 
tive purpose: to ease the tran- 
sition. From the general -pur- 
pose oscilloscope, manufac- 
turers have adapted a special- 
ized version, the "waveform 
monitor," to simplify its use 
for video and TV - and now, 
for digital TV. (See Table 1.) 

NTSC can be encoded from 
any combination of legal RGB 
values, but only as long as the 
encoded components remain 
within the gamut of SMPTE 
170M -1999. In legal NTSC 
colors, the maximum excur- 
sion of the subcarrier must fall 
between -23 and +120 IRE, 
which is the cutoff of the carrier. Le- 
gal RGB colors can, however, create 
131IRE excursions. Therefore, it is 
important to ensure that the compo- 
nent signals cannot create "illegal" 
encoded signals (even though they 

to operators, several manufacturers 
create a pseudo -composite display by 
locally encoding the component 
waveform into an NTSC or PAL sig- 
nal. This can be especially valuable in 
easing the transition to a digital sys- 
tem. 

Most modern scopes allow both 
waveform and vector modes, and 

digital carrier. The scope may also dis- 
play jitter waveforms or histograms to 
provide insight into the overall health 
of the signal. 

In the last decade, waveform displays 
have evolved to include a class of de- 
vices based on digitizing the signal and 
displaying the results on a computer 
(or analog video) monitor. These very 

sophisticated combined dis- 
plays can show the waveform, 
vector display, audio signals 
(from embedded or discrete 
input sources), and the pic- 
ture itself subsampled to one - 
quarter screen. Such moni- 
tors also allow the user to 
bring any of these displays to 
full screen and show them on 
large monitors for easy view- 
ing. They include overlaid 
graticule information that 
can be very accurate, since the 
display requires no calibra- 
tion. Many facilities put such 
a display on a router bus out- 

put and then re -enter the composite 
signal into the router so the waveform 
monitor output can be brought up on 
QC monitors at many locations with- 
out buying as many devices. The fact 
that these displays do not have their 
own CRTs can offer a long -term sav- 
ings in maintenance cost. Such a de- 
vice also does not need to be calibrated 
as often, though all analog input de- 
vices must be calibrated occasionally. 
Digital display of digital waveforms is 

inherently accurate and should be 
more stable. 

HD waveform monitors are little dif- 
ferent in the component digital do- 
main, except for the multiplicity of 
standards that they often must accom- 
modate. The predominant picture for- 
mats in North America (1920x1080i 
and 1280x720p) have been joined by 

Sophisticated combined displays can be created 
by digitizing the signal and displaying the results 
on a computer monitor. Photo courtesy Videotek. 

quite often display other information 
about the signal. For SD or HD video, 
it is valuable to know if there are er- 
rors in the signal, whether reported by 
EDH flags or detected by the embed- 
ded CRCs in the digital signal (full-field 

For the best part of 100 years, the basic tool of the 

video industry has been the oscilloscope. V p 

are perfectly legal component video). 
Standard -definition scopes are nor- 
mally equipped with special modes 
that easily display such errors, either 
by an error indicator or a graphical 
display such as the Tektronix ̀ Arrow- 
head" display. This specialized display 
shows gamut errors for composite, RGB 

or component signals. As a convenience 

and active -picture CRCs are available). 
Data screens can also display impor- 
tant information such as the presence 
of embedded audio, the absence of 
SAV or EAV data, or scope reference 
errors. In addition, the analog SMPTE 
259 or 292 waveform and the "eye" 
pattern created by the embedded clock 
and data often show the health of the 
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24 -frame progressive variants, as well 
as 1080psf (progressive segmented 
frame). All of these, as well as the 60/ 
59.94 variants, are in common use, 
along with 50 -, 25 -, 24- and 23.98- (24/ 
1.001 for 525/59.94 compatibility) fps, 
and all can be mapped into SMPTE 
292 at 1.485Gb /s. You may well be able 
to use a scope with fewer optional for- 
mats but, considering the somewhat 
fuzzy future of our industry, keeping 
options open at this point in the DTV 
transition is a wise move. Scopes for 
HD and SD use may well have to ac- 
commodate a total of at least 28 dis- 
tinct formats, with 625 and 525 vari- 
ants being only a small subset. 

Manufacturers have devised a diz- 
zying array of options. The best way 
to choose the right scope for your 
new digital plant is to have a couple 

s /sec: 
NTSC lines /sec: 15,734.26 

(2227.5 cycles of subcarrier /line) 

PAL line length: 

NTSC line length: 

64011s 

63 5 lis 

NTSC color sequence: 

Table 1. The waveform monitor was 
adapted from the general -purpose 
oscilloscope for use as a specialized 
broadcast tool by restricting it to a 
vertical calibration of roughly a volt 
top to bottom and roughly 64 Ns. 

of manufacturers bring in their prod- 
uct and demonstrate the operating 
modes, as well as show how it will in- 
tegrate into your facility. Unfortu- 
nately, in making your decision, you 
will also likely have a thick book to 
digest. You may decide a handheld 
unit is all you need, or choose a com- 
bination HD /SD unit with separate 
VGA output for a large screen. All are 
readily available. BE 

John Luff is senior vice president of 
business development for AZCAR. To reach 
him, visitwwwazcar.com. 

OSend questions and comments to: 

lohn Iuf @primediabusiness.com 
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11fÎ 111 i 
Teranex's 
Startup converter 
BY BILLY BALDWIN 

The current market for 24p in 
the United States is larger 
than most people think. It's 

not just George Lucas and a handful 
of Hollywood studios. There are nu- 
merous documentaries and indepen- 
dent production companies using the 
medium to their advantage. 

PostWorks New York, a post -pro- 
duction facility located in 
Manhattan, does many 
projects for theatrical dis- 
tribution, with film as the 
end product. The facility 
handles about one fea- 
ture- length film per 
month, and many docu- 
mentaries. Examples in- 
clude "A Decade Under 
the Influence," about the 
best films of the 1970s, 
and "The Billabong Odys- 
sey," about a quest to surf 
the world's largest waves. 
These and other docu- 
mentaries often use mul- 
tiple sources on different 
film and video formats (interviews 
shot on 24p and archival footage on 
every format imaginable). The facil- 
ity also handles narrative films. 

But no matter what formats its cli- 
ents use, PostWorks encourages them 

than not, PostWorks has been faced 
with the challenge of mixing HD with 
standard -definition material. To give 
the final film a consistent look, the fa- 
cility had been using software -based 
products. But the rendering times re- 
quired by these products were exces- 
sive. The solution was to use the 
Teranex Star -up converter to put all 

the converter expanded the usable 
footage to include such formats as Digi- 
tal Betacam and Beta SP. For both 
projects, the converter was used to get 
everything over to 24p /HD. One of the 
features that most impressed the facil- 
ity was its ability to auto -detect cadence 
to remove the additional frames intro- 
duced in the telecine process, leaving 

the original 24 frames. 
PostWorks chose the 

converter for several rea- 
sons, including its well - 
thought -out design. The 
converter also offered the 
ability to adjust the 
colorspace or noise reduc- 
tion filters. The company 
also took into consider- 
ation the re- shaping of 
time code and working 
with the audio delay inher- 
ent to image processing. 
Another factor was that 
the converter had DLP 
colorspace look -up tables 
built into it. Its modular 

hardware and software allows it to 
be enhanced or upgraded at any 
time. As digital projectors change, 
the Teranex can change with them. 
PostWorks anticipates further devel- 
opments with the converter, such as 
dust removal and the DLP codec. 
The facility also felt that Teranex was 
very responsive to its needs. 

PostWorks uses theTeranex Star -up converter to upconvert 
content sources from many formats to 24p to put them all 
on a level playing field. 

the sources on a level playing field. 
For "A Decade Under the Influence," 

all of the interviews were shot on 24p 
HD, but all the films and archival ma- 
terial were from any number of sources, 
including DVD. The facility originally 

The current market for 24p in the United States is 

larger than most people think. 

to start working in a 24p environment 
as soon as possible so that they have 
the best idea of what the final product 
is going to look like. 

One of the biggest misconceptions 
in the post -production industry is that 
all HD programs are created only from 
HD sources. The fact is that, more often 

had no intention of actually using the 
DVD as a source in the final film, but 
the Teranex converter made it possible. 
Other film transfers carne in on vari- 
ous formats, including Digital Betacam, 
Betacam SP and D1. For "The 
Billabong Odyssey," which was shot 
primarily on 35mm film and HD video, 
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Web: http: / /www.acousticsfirst.com 

--,wt`^° PM: 423827 
FAX: 423385 -- 

SOUND SOIATf ENCLOSURES 
EMAIL: whisperelcs.com 

WEB SITE 
www.whisperroom.com 

116 5. Sugar Hollow Road 
Monsbwn, Tenesse., 37813 

Vocal Broths 
Broadcast Booths 

etc... 

FOR SALE: 50 Sections of MYAT 19.75' 

8-3/16", 75 ohm & 4 reenforced eloows. 

On ground, used 6 yrs. Make an offer. 

Must pack & ship. TomBondurant. 
WAPT TV tbondurant @hearst.com 

601 -922 -1607 

Business 
Wanted 

BUSINESS WANTED 
Private investor seeking to purchase 
broadcast manufacturing firms, distribu- 

torships, divisions or product lines from 
established companies. No dealerships, 
please. Contact mark @towerpower.com 
or fax to 845- 246-0165. 
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RICHLAND 

Richland Towers is one of the leading broadcast tower development com- 
panies in the U.S. We are headquartered in Tampa. Florida and are cur- 
rently expanding our workforce as we grow our tower business. 

The following position is available: 

Business Development Manager. 
This position requires generating new business relationships while maintaining existing 
customer relationships with an emphasis on customer service. Candidate will lease 

antenna space on Richland's owned broadcast facilities, as well as bring in new busi- 
ness opportunities. Ideal candidate will be a high -energy self -starter with marketing 
research skills and a proven record of closing deals. Candidate MUST have contacts 
within the broadcast industry. Qualifications include a college degree and/or a minimum 
of five years outside sales experience. Excellent communication skills and computer 
skills required. 

Qualified candidates should submit resumes to info@richlandtowers.com or fax to 
(813) 286 -4130 Attn: David Denton, Vice President -Sales and Marketing. To leam 

more about Richland Towers please visit our website at www.richlandtowers.com. 

Maintenance Engineer: KNXV -TV the 
ABC affiliate in Phoenix, AZ has an 
opening for an engineer with video /au- 
dio systems, VTR and camera mainte- 
nance experience. SNG truck operations 
is a plus. Work in a new digital facility 
and enjoy the great southwest lifestyle. 
The qualified candidate should have at 
least a two-year technical degree in elec- 
tronics or equivalent, and 3 years of 
Broadcast TV maintenance experience. 
Complete job description at 
www.knxv.corn. Please send your re- 
sume to Human Resources /KNXV -TV, 
515 N. 44'h Street, Phoenix, AZ 85008 or 
fax to (602) 685 -3020 or email to 
jobs @knxv.com. KNXV -TV is an equal 
opportunity employer. 

WCBI -TV is accepting applications 
for the position of Broadcast Engi- 
neer. We are a full power DTV station 
multiplexing three transport 
streams. Experience with studio and 
transmission equipment is essential. 
Experience in a news environment is 
a plus. Send resumes to: Gary Sav- 
age, Director of Engineering /Opera- 
tions Manager, WCBI -TV P.O. 
Box 271, Columbus, MS 39703 
savageg @wcbi.com 

DIGITAL MEDIA CENTERS JOB 
OPENING BROADCAST MAINTE- 
NANCE ENGINEER needed at the 
Digital Media Centers in Littleton, 
CO. Minimum qualifications include 
5. years of component level repair 
and operations of broadcast video 
and audio equipment, including a 
solid background in Digital TV Tech- 
nology. Candidate will possess an 
Associates Degree in electronics or 
its equivalent. SBE certification is 
desirable. Other duties, weekend 
and shift work as required. A drug 
and background check will be re- 
quired for successful applicants. 
Please submit resume to: Digital 
Media Centers - Denver, ATTN: 
Broadcast Engineering Manager, 
4100 E. Dry Creek Road, Littleton, 
CO 80122, 303 -486 -3800 Or 
E -mai resume to RodneyBeelow: 
Rodney_beelow @cable.comcast.com 
EOE Web address: http: // 
www.centers.att.com 

JOBS SERVICES EQUIPMENT 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ONLINE 

Contact: Jennifer Shafer 
Classified Ad Sales 

913 -967 -1732 or 800 -896 -9939 
jshafer @orimediabusiness.com 

it 

viiww.kcastengineering.com., 
C 

Professional Services 
NETCOM 

i. -A i L. OF THE ART ENGINEI -it:N 
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 

ENGINEERING DESIGN l'AD DRAFTING SERVICES 
CABLE FABRICA 1) \ rur -t'. Ini 11 rn r rl i F1ANELRACKS 

SYSTEM IN . '.![NT SALES 

20 EAST M 

(201) 968 -0684 
NJ 1176111 

The NLE Buyers Guide 
A buyers guide to nonlinear video 

editing systems and disk recorders / 
servers for editing with a searchable 

database of over 200 roducts 
http:l/NLEguide.com 

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
TECHNOLOGY/ MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

BRAD GILMER 
PRESIDENT 2207 Rw.mu.n, 

Ai LAN, GA 30345 
TEL 1770, 414 9952 
FAX I 7701493 7421 
EMAIL npHM,annaw corn 

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RD "1 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419 -994 -3849 FAX 419- 994 -5419 
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D.L. MARKLEY 
& Associates. Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peoria, Illinois 61614 

Phone (309) 673-7511 FAX (309) 673 -8128 
www.dlmarkley.com 

MemberAFCCE 

Why not run your 
business card here? 
Only $ 172 per insertion. 
Frequency discounts available. 

Call 800 -896 -9939 
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Ad kid 
I x Broadcast Engineering is not responsible I 

I fil for errors in the Advertisers Index. 

Page 
ft 

Advertiser Web site 
Hotline Address 

AJA Video 56 530 -274 -2048 

Calrec Audio Ltd. 43 +441422842159 

Canon USA Broadcast 35 800 -321 -hdtv 

CGS Inforgraphics Automation 77 859 -737 -4548 

Dielectric 50 -51 866 -dielectric 

Discreet 41 800- 869 -3504 

Dolby Labs Inc. 37 415 -558 -0200 

Ensemble Designs 46 530 -478 -1830 

ESE 40 310 -322 -2136 

Evertz Microsystems Ltd. 78 905 -335 -3700 

Hamlet Video 67 +44 1494 793 -763 

Harris Corp. /Broadcast Div. 3.19 -30 800- 4HARRIS 

Henry Engineering. 77 626 -355 -3656 

Horita 77 949- 489 -0240 

Hotronic 140 408- 378 -3883 

Inscriber Technology 45 800 -363 -3400 

Intelsat 55 

Leader Instruments 69 800 -645 -5104 

Leitch BC,36,39 800 -231 -9673 

Maxell Corp 9 800 -533 -2836 

Miranda Tech 11 514- 333 -1772 

Modulation Science 71 732- 302 -3090 

Network Electronics 31 631- 928 -4433 

NVision 16 

Odetics 22-23 714- 774 -2200 

Opticomm Corp. 89 858- 450 -0143 

Panasonic Broadcast & Digital 7 800- 528 -8601 

Patchamp 46 201- 457 -1504 

Production Hub 75 877- 629 -4122 

Quantel 4 -5 

Rohde & Schwarz 17 410- 910 -7800 

SeaChange 15 978- 897 -0100 

Sennheiser Electronics 53 860 -434 -9190 

Solid State Logic 61 +1 -212- 315 -1111 

Sony Business Systems & Solutions Co 13 800 -883 -6817 

Studio Exchange 79 818- 840 -1351 

Switchcraft 73 773 -799 -2700 

Systems Wireless 57 800- 542 -3332 

Telecast Fiber Systems Inc. 18 508 -754 -4858 

Telex 33 800 -392 -3497 

Thales 46 A -L 

Utah Scientific 49 801- 575 -8801 

Videoframe 77 530 -477 -2000 

VideoTek, Inc. IBC 800- 800 -5719 

Wheatstone Corporation IFC 252- 638 -7000 

Wohler Technologies Inc 42,52,72 888 -5- wohler 

aja.com 

calrec.com 

canonbroadcast.com 

cgsautomation.com 

dielectric.com 

discreet.com 

dolby.com 

ensembledesigns.com 

ese-web.com 

evertz.com 

hamlet.us.com 

harris.com 

henryeng.com 

horita.com 

hotronics.com 

inscriber.com 

intelsat.com/broadcast 

leaderUSA.Com 

leitch.com 

maxellpromedia.com 

miranda.com 

modsci.com 

network-electron ics.com 

NVisionl.com 

odetics-broadcast.com 

panasonic.com/broadcast 

patchamp.com 

productionhub.com 

quantel.com 

rohde-schwarz.com 

seachangeinternational.com 

sennheiserUSA.com 

sony.com/professional 

www.studio-exchange.com 

switchcraft.com 

drakeus.com 

telecast-f iber.com 

telex.co 

thales-electrondevices.com 

utahscientific.com 

videoframesystems.com 

videotek.com 

wheatstone.com 

US/CANADA 
WEST 
Chuck Bolkcom 
(775) 852-1290; Fax: (775) 852 -1291 
chuckbolk @aol.com 

Rick Ayer 
(949) 366 -9089, Fax: (949) 366 -9289 
ayercomm @earthlink.net. 

EAST 
Josh Gordon 
(718) 802 -0488; Fax: (718) 522 -4751 
jgordon5@ bel )atlantic. net 

EAST /MIDWEST 
Joanne Melton 
(212) 462 -3344; Fax: (212) 206 -3618 
jmelton @ primediabusiness.com 

INTERNATIONAL 
EUROPE 
Richard Woolley 
+44- 1295 -278 -407 
Fax: +44- 1295 -278 -408 
richardwoolley@compuserve.com 

EUROPE 
Tony Chapman 
+44- 1635 -578 -874 
Fax: +44- 1635 -578 -874 
ARCintect @aol.com 

ISRAEL 
Asa Talbar 
Talbar Media 
+972 -3- 5629565; Fax: +972 -3- 5629567 
talbar @inter.net.il 

JAPAN 
Mashy Yoshikawa 
Orient Echo, Inc. 
+81 -3- 3235 -5961; Fax: +81 -3- 3235 -5852 
mashy@fa2.so-net.ne.jp 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
OVERLAND PARK, KS 
Jennifer Shafer 
(800) 896 -9939; (913) 967 -1732 
Fax: (913) 967 -1735 
jshafer @primediabusiness.com 

REPRINTS 
Wright's Reprints 
(877) 652 -5295; 
International inquiries, (281) 419 -5725 
eramsey@wrightsreprints.com 

LIST RENTAL SERVICES 
Marie Briganti, Statlistics 
(203) 778 -8700 x146; (203) 778 -4839 
primedia'a statlistics.com 

Customer Service: 
913 -967 -1707 or 800- 441 -0294 

BROADCAST ENGINEERING (ISSN 0007 -19941 is 

published monthly and mailed free to qualified 
persons by Primedia Business, 9800 Metcalf. Over- 

land Park. KS 66212 -2216. Periodicals postage paid 

at Shawnee Mission, KS. and additional mailing 
offices. Canada Post International Puo' :ications 
Mail (Canadian Distribution) Sales Agreement 
No. 0956295. POSTMASTER: Send address chang- 

es to Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 2100, Skokie, 

IL 60076 -7800 USA. CORRESPONDENCE: Editorial 
and Advertising: 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park. KS 

66212 -2216 Phone: 913-341-1300; Edit. fax: 913.967- 
1905. Advert. fax: 913- 967 -1904. CO 2000 by Primedia 

Business. All rights reserved. 
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An engineer's 
holiday 
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK 

The holidays are upon us 
again. The year has been 
shorter than any I remem- 

ber, so the adage about time passing 
quicker as you age seems to be true. 
But the holidays made me think back 
to some of the holidays of the past 
and how they fit into a professional 
life. The first that came to mind was 
a snow story, but it was not the most 
exciting. That would have been my 
Christmas morning drive... 

I was based, at the time, at a high - 
power TV /FM station in South Wales 
by the name of Wenvoe (back then 
there were two VHF television chan- 
nels, one UHF channel and four FM 
radio channels on site.) I was work- 
ing Christmas Eve until television 
programming closed down at about 
3:30 a.m. I drove the 182 miles from 
Wenvoe to my parents' house in 
South London in just under two -and- 
a -half hours. (In those days there 
were no speed limits and no two- or 
three -lane motorways.) My faithful 
Jaguar Mark 7M also took me back 
that evening for a shift on Dec. 26, 
but it wasn't the same sharing the 
roads with holiday celebrants. 

My snow story wasn't actually over 
Christmas, but in the days immediately 
following- and it went on into the next 
year. I was doing some installations at 
a high -power multi- program regional 
AM station in Yorkshire called 
Moorside Edge. I finished the job early 
and was asked to shore up a short crew 
at a station right on top of the Pennines 
- high moorland and hills dividing 
Lancashire and Yorkshire. 

In the UK, road numbers increase 
in digits the worse they get. The sta- 
tion of Holme Moss is on the A6024 
at 1750 feet ASL, and on either side 
of the station are road grades worse 

than one in six. My first shift was on 
Dec. 26 with a BBC bus taking me 
and the day shift up the mountain 
from the village of Holmfirth. I was 
scheduled with three others to be 
there through the close of television 
programming. But after the day shift 
left it became obvious that this was 
not going to be a pleasant night. 

When Holme Moss was built in 
1951 (and billed as "the most power- 
ful television station in the world "), 
the 750 -foot guyed mast was de- 
signed for wind speeds of 125 mph 
at the top and for half an inch of ice 

freezing (watching VSWR numbers 
was a critical task during the six-hour 
shifts we scheduled for ourselves), there 
was nothing we could do about ice on 
the remainder of the structure, and it 
was quite scary to see guy wires sag as 
the weight of ice built up. 

We were lucky. A few years later 
(March 1969) a 1200 -foot UHF mast 
at Emley Moor - visible from Holme 
Moss on a good day - fell during 
similar weather. And the original 
mast at Holme Moss very nearly 
came down itself in the late '80s 
when it was being dismantled after 

I went on overtime pay sometime during the night, 

and I remained so for the next 18 days! 

on every part of the structure. The 
moor is the kind of place that has its 
own weather, which is often ex- 
tremely severe. That night it snowed, 
and there was no way that we were 
going to get out of there. We left 
power on the antennas to keep them 
from freezing, as the snow stopped 
in the early morning and the tem- 
peratures plummeted. By noon the 
next day the road outside was cov- 
ered with 15 inches of ice rather than 
snow. I went on overtime pay some- 
time during the night, and I re- 
mained so for the next 18 days! It al- 
ternately snowed and froze through- 
out that time. 

We had no problem with food. The 
station had a full kitchen, and in the 
nuclear fallout shelter we had four 
months of food for 10 people. Power 
stayed on throughout, we kept pro- 
grams going out and the shelter had some 
fairly comfortable bunks. Although we 
were able to keep the antennas from 

a new mast had been installed. As it 
was, ice blocks crashed through the 
reinforced concrete roof of the main 
building, damaging equipment. 
There was so much fear that some- 
thing was going to happen, perhaps 
taking the new structure with it, that 
the staff had already been evacuated. 
Fortunately at this writing that 

chilly transmitter -bound holiday is 
just a memory. But, even so, I may 
think twice - and grab an extra 
sweater - when and if I get the panic 
call that any of the local FM transla- 
tors I look after have gone down. 

Keep warm, drive carefully and, pref- 
erably, get home for the holidays. 
EOM. 

We'll be talking in 2003. BE 

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant 
based on the West Coast. 

Send questions and comments to: 

paul mcgoldrick @primediabusiness.com 
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A Smart Investment in DIV 

Consensus: Strong buy recommendation on a hot new issue in Test and Measurement. 

Videotek introduces the 
latest in Multi -format 
On Screen Monitors 
with auto -recognition 
HD and SD 

Videotek's new VTM- 420HD /SD beats the street by incorporating an abundant array 

of features that are traditionally available only in several stand -alone products: 

High Definition Waveform, Vector, Audio Measurement and display 

SDI Waveform, Vector, Audio Measurement and display 

HD and SDI picture monitoring in 16:9 and 4:3 formats 

SVGA high resolution monitor output 

Closed Captioning display in HD and SDI 

Auto -detection of input formats: 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 525/60, 625/50. 
480p embedded in 1080i 

Signal quality verification with time and date stamps 

User -definable alarm conditions for HD and SDI video and audio 

Metering and monitoring Dolby Digital and Dolby E formats (optional) 

Ethernet connectivity (optional) 

The VTM- 420HD /SD includes SpyderWeb Unattended Network Monitoring 

software, free software updates and the Videotek assurance of quality with a 

five -year warranty. 

Compare the capabilities of this Emmy winning platform that saves you thousands 

of dollars and exceeds your High Definition /SDI test and measurement expectations. 

A SMART INVESTMENT INDEED... 

Call Videotek Today' 

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearer.'" 

= VIDEOTEK 
A Zero Defects Company 

Toll Free: 800 -800 -5719 www.videotek.com 
Direct: 610 -327 -2292 

Dolby - is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc 
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You need maximum flexibility. 

You've chosen Leitch. 

As usual, you've made the right decision. 

yor.4'.'r t. 

Leitch infrastructure platforms provide maximum flexibility. So no matter what your 

requirements, Leitch's extensive range, superior service and support, and history of proven 

performance guarantee that any decision you make is the right one. 

NEO - Premier Modular Platform for Evolving Technology 

Maximum functionality for analog, digital and high- definition content 

Offers fast and easy adaptation of evolving standards and technology 

Advanced and extensive control and monitoring capabilities 

Genesis - Exceptional Balance of Advanced Functionality, Control Capability and Value 

Offers the widest array of functions and electrical -optical connectivity 

Proven performance with a large installed base worldwide 

Extensive control and monitoring capabilities 

6800 - World Leader in Installations, Exceptional Value and High -Quality Processing 

Ideal for "set and forget" applications 

World's largest installed base of a modular platform (original "Digital Glue ") 

Supports all core video processing and distribution requirements 

For more information, please visit www.leitch.com /vp and get your free reference guide. 

Canada .1 18001 387 0233 USA East .1 18001 231 9673 USA West +1 1888) 843 7004 

Brazil *551111 3151 5093 Latin America .1 1305) 512 0045 
02002 Leitch Technology Corporation 

eLEITCH. 
www.leitch.corll 
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HAML 
EXCELLENCE IN VIS, 

Made to Measure 

CHOOSE THE MULTI -FUNCTION LCD 

WAVEFORM, VECTOR AND AUDIO 

New 10 bit processing 
Full waveform and vector monitoring feature set 

Composite, YC 

Component YCrCb /RGB 

Analog stereo audio bar graphs 
SDI with embedded audio* 
Digital audio to analog output included 

SCOPE 400 WVA FOR ALL YOUR 

SIGNAL MONITORING NEEDS. 

Gamut indicator and alarm 
Hands Free Timing 
Display on quality LCD 

No CRT problems 
Built in Battery for portable use 

Carry case* 
Single and Dual rack mount kits* 

The LCD Scope is CRT replacement technology that slots into all 3U, 72 rack enclosures 

CluUul:L3 

CHOOSE THE ADEPT FOR YOUR ON SCREEN MONITORING NEEDS. 

Composite 
YC 

Component YCrCb /RGB 

Analog stereo audio bar graphs 
SDI with embedded and AES audio* 
DV with embedded audio* 

Digital audio to analog output included 
Gamut display, indicator and alarm 
Picture Scaler, built in test patterns 
Display on analog composite, YC, component, 
SDI* and SVGA* monitor 
Single and Dual rack mount kits 

* 
Optional 

New Superior Test and Measurement Products at Sensible Prices 

West Coast Representation 
TECADS. INC 

Foothill Ranch, CA 

Tel: 949- 597 -1053 
Fax: 949-597-1094 

Email: perry @tecads.com 

East Coast Representation 
ADVANCED MEDIA. INC 

Kissimmee, Florida 
Tel: 321-939-0457 
Fax: 321-939-0458 

Email: advancedms @msn.com 

Corporate Head Office 
Hamlet Video International Ltd 

Chesham Bucks England 
Tel: +44 1494 793 763 

Fax: +44 1494 791 283 
Email: sales @hamlet.us.com 

Web site www.hamlet.us.com 
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co n versio 
Since the early '80s, we've 
been hearing that digital 
TV is just around the corner. 

It turns out that the comer was much far- 

ther away than we thought. Today, we live 

in a transitional world. The transition 
from NTSC to ATSC has begun in ear- 
nest, but we still have one foot in the past 
and one foot in the future. 

The United States, Japan and a few 
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n 
other countries exhibit a sense of ex- 

citement about ATSC production and 
distribution. But, today, advertising 
and licensing revenue still comes al- 

most exclusively from the composite, 
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